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Abstract

Since the publication
of Lenard(l895) , an
explanation
of the phenomena connected with
electro n penetration
into solid materials
has
required
qu:intitative
information
about the
attenuation
of the electrons,
especially
with the
increasing
use of sc.:rnn i n g e lectron
rnLcroscopy and
elec tron probe microanalysis
.
The first
theoretical
expression
for the
s:opping poh·er of electrons
in solids ,;:is develor,ed
by Bethe (1933) using classical
quant.um theory .
l~c work by Pines and Bohm (1952) and Ritchie(l97~
based on plasmon excitation
in solids,
and by
Ferrell
(1956) and ~larton et al (195"1) using
electron
transitions
in solids
provided results
simila r to Bethe ' s formula. Accordingly , many
authors used this stopping power formuLl for
energy transfer . Theories based on simple collisio n
models were developed by Ever~art
(1960), Archard
(1961) , Cosslett
and Thomas (l96~a .b ) ,clakhotk!n
ct al(l%2,G.,,65)and
Evcrhar: and llotf (197 1)
using energy integrations
:is ~el l as scattering
cross-sections
. )lore exact rcsul ts 1,erc obtained
in the previous work of Kanaya and Okayama (1972)
and Kanava and Kawakatsu (1972) who showed how
the Lindhard power potcnti:il
depended on the
incident
energy . Similar models b:· Vyatskin and
Truncv (1967) and Dupouy et al(l964,
196S) were
presented
usi ng the experimenta l work of Fit ting
(1974) .
Ho~ever, none of these mode l s covers the whole
wide energy range so it is not always easy to
determine the scattering
characteristics
. An
attemp t to provide a more complete analysis
has
been shmm by Kanaya and Ono (1978) .
\lihcn a strc:im of elec tr ons penetrates
into a
solid tar ge t, electrons
may be scattered
either
e l astically
or inclasticall)'.
'El ectronic stopping '
i s due to an i nelastic
collision
with atomic
electrons
in which the incident
electron
excites
or ejects
atomic electrons
with loss of energy .

energy .
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l . Int roduction

Based on the energy retardation
power formula
concerning
the penetration
and the ener gy loss of
an electron
probe into so l id targets,
the secondary
e!ectron
emission yield has been derived as
functions
of three parameters
such as atomic number,
:·irst
ioni::itjon
(or plasmon loss for an insulator)
and back-scattering
coefficient
.
Accordingly,
the energy-and angu lar -depe nd ence
of secondary electron
emissions
and the subsequent
te~perature-rise
of the specimens are
<1uantitatively
discussed
for various target
m.1terials
in SEil.

.\ddress

Hachioji,

The Energy Dependence of a Diffusion
Model for
an Electron
Probe into Solid Targets

Based on the fundamental
potential
function
of
the power and exponential
forms, a diffusion
model
of electron
beams penetrating
in a target
has been
proposed to t.ike pLice throughout
a hemisphere
~ith a ce ntre located at the most probable energy
dissipation
depth , related
to the diffusion
depth
anJ the maximum energy dissipation
depth, which is
found to agree well with the empirical
data of
back-scattering
coefficient
as a function
of the
ii1cident
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' Nuclear stopping'
arises
from nearly elastic
collisions
with atomic nuclei,
with transfer
of
both energy and momentum. Thus electrons
travel
straight
into the diffusion
depth in the target,
s uffering
energy l oss due to the electronic
collisions
(small-angle
scattering)
, and are also
deflected
by the nuclear collisions
(large - angle
scattering).
The plasmon excitation
also affects
the energy
loss of electrons
in the solid.
Even though the
cross -section
of plasmon excitation
is greater ,
the energy l oss seems to be generally
smal l
compared with the energy dissipation
due to the
electro nic collision
in the thick targets.
The
probability
of the energy spectrum of the plasmon
p,. (t) that k quanta are lost in a foil thickness
t
i~ give n by the Poisson distribution
by Blackstock
et al (1955), i.e.

En

exp

--

A

where A is the mean free path for loss of a quantum
of ene rgy hw 0 in the thickness
t . The plasmon loss
(15-30 eV) is smal l er than the average ionisa tion
lo ss depending on Z (100-200 eV, Rauth and Simpson
! 964) , so the plasmon effects
can be neg lected for
~ solid
target
except insulators
.
lt is clear ly desirable
to have as accurate
an
analytical
approximation
to the atomic potentia l
as possible.
Therefore,
a potential
function V(r)
as a function
of the sc reened atomic radius a,
consisting
of the power and expo ne ntial
forms is
used:
V(r) = (Ze'/a)(r/a)ll

ll•J - 21exp ( - r/a)

the Rydberg energy) .

f-igure l. The parameter
n as functions
of the
incident
energy E and the reduced energy Ei for
the parameter
of atomic number Z.

(I)'" ( I)

p,( 1)= - I k I A

being

Figure l s hows the value of n versus the
incident
energy E and the reduced energy Ei for
the parameter
of atomic number:.
The inelastic
scatte rin g amplitude
ca n also be
calculated
using the int eraction
potential
based
on the same sc heme:
V05 (r) = (e2/a)(r/a)lll/,rJ-21

exp ( - r/a)

where ' os ' indicates
the transition
from the state
' s ' by the impact.
Accordingly,
the resulting
e la stic and inelastic
scattering
cross-sections
ca n be integrated
over
the scattering
angles .
Following the previous procedure
used by the
author in 1972, the semi- empirical
expressions
for
the fractions
of transmission
7/T, backscattering
'lu
and absorbed energy £,1 can be obtained
as
functions
of the reduced depth y=x/R
a nd the
parameter y (as described
in section~
in detail)
which are used for different
target materials
and
over a wide energy range, as parameters=
and n,
respectively
. Furth ermo re, after
comparing the
results
obtained
by the present
theory with the
diffusion
model, the most important characteristics
of a diffusion
model such as Yo , Ye , Ye, the backscattering
coefficient
r, the absorbed e ner gy £,
and the back-scattering
energy £11 can be derived
as a function
of Y·

(1)

,,here a=0·77 a 11z-11• (A), e is the electronic
charge,
: the atomic \lumber, aH the first
Bohr radius of
hydrogen, and n indicates
the degree of sc reening
(,1 goes from 1 toocas the accelerating
voltage
decreases) .
For n= 1, (1) corresponds
to the lvent: el atomic
scatteri ng theory and Bethe ' s energy loss law is
5atisfie d. The atomic number dependence of a
assumed above is very close to the re su lts of
quanti tati ve electron
microscopy achieved by
Zeitler
and Bahr(l959)
rather
than the result
of
X-ray absorption
used by Lenz (1954) : i . e.
a=anZ- 113 (A) .
The value of n as a functio n of the incident
ene r gy E and the va l ue of a can both be empirically
determined
by comparing the quantitative
theoretical
and experimental
results,
such as
mass -range (Kanaya and Kawakat s u 1972), energy
lo ss a nd complex scattering
amplitud e (Kanaya and
Ono 1976). The value of n is given as a function
of the incident
energy E for vario us target
mate rials
where the parameter
is numerically
formulated
as

2. Elastic

a nd inelastic

By substitu
potential
( 1)
the re s ult for
limitin g angle
as e lectr onic
Ono 1976) :

(2)

ae

1vith f = lg (,i/2) a nd ,, =a/b
where ,, is defined ::is
th e reduced energy (dimensionless)
and b is the
so-called
' col l ision diameter ' (given by b=2 e 2/£

=.':,.,.z
r
n
2

2

(~)

rz

scattering

tin g the analytical
fits
to the
into a first
Born approximation,
e l astic cross-section
inside
th e
a due to nucl ear collision
as well
collision
is as follow s (Kanaya and

a 2 (aH/af /n (£ n/ £ )1-1/n X

[(

(3)
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1,here < is the relativistic
correction
factor
give n the 1,el 1-known relationship
,=e /(2moc2 )
=0 ·978x \Q- G eV- 1 , E the incident
energy of
electro ns [eV], and f(l /n) is the Gamma function .
The fi nal factor in the above eq . (1+1/Z),
indicates
the effect
of the elastic
scattering
of incident
electro ns with free electrons;
this cannot be
disregarded
for light elements.
\\Then we consider
the electron
penetration
in the target,
electrons
suffe ring deflections
of more than 90° do not
travel
into the subsequent
layers of the target
and the cross-section
is given by integration
from
0=0° to 90° as a fir s t approximation
. As was
pointed out by Archard (1961), many electrons
are
deflected
between 0° and 90°, and some of them are
lost by a multip l e collision
effect . Consider an
electro n initially
deflected
at 45° : at most it can
suffe r a second deflection
of 45° in the opposite
sense to get back into its original
direction,
but
it might equa lly be deflected
by 45° in the same
direction,
thereby acquiring a total 90° and becoming
lost to subsequen t layers . Thus a second approximation
for the cross-section
has been derived by adding
half the integration
from 90°to 3n/4. But the
correction
may not be enough, since the triple
and
more col li sio ns must exist in fact,
as s hown in
Figure? . A better
approximation
may be derived
uslng the equatio n

\ (J'a/, dO+ -\

D= -

J

O

2!

I

Ja/4

.,,-2

\

dO+o;,
J.

ISa/0 )
.,,:!.

d.0

Equations
of elastic

the fundament a l equations
scattering
theory .

Xe

1

l
R

Figure 2 . Diffusion
model of electron
beam
penetratio n in a target:
R is the maximum range;
x 0 the diffusion
depth; xc the most probable
energy dissipation
depth; r 8 th e back-scattering
range; tan8o = rB/xc-

The range-energy

3.

r ela tion ship

The maximum range can be derived
energy-loss
equatio n:

(5)

,\,,' f'(l/n) 4 z,.,-(0/011) 2 sin2 [(l/n)(rr/2-¢)]
1"
k 2 1J2[
I + (8/00 )2]1

and inelastic

Xo

(4)

cross - sectio n for energy
collision
is

(3) and (7) are

In cident
beam

i-hcre dll=sin Od0/(1 +cos 0) 1+ 1I " .
Then the total
s cattering
cross - sectio n for the angu lar deflection
due to multiple
elastic
collisions
can be expressed
by
The differential
due to e lectr onic

Beam with the Target

from the

loss

(6)

c0 is the incident electron energy.
TI1is satisfies
qua ntitati
vely the experimental
results
of Young(l956),
llolliday
and St ernglass
(1959), Clendenin
(194S), Kat: and Penfold (1952),
Cosslett
and Thomas (1964b) and the calculations
of Ber ger and Seltzer
(1964) , as shown in Figure
3, where ,\,.'=-\-.
From equations
(7) and (S) the energy E of
electrons
at depth x ca n be simply expressed
in
terms of the reduced depth y=x/R:
where

where Ti s the energy transfer
with the maximum
value Tm, T/Tm=4 sin2 (0/2)=82, tan- 1 ,f,=a(k,, 2 +k/-2kuk,
-cos 8)112
, 00 =,\/(2-:.a) , 0
being th e scattering
a ng le
in the cen tre-of-gravity
system, A the wavelength
of th e e lectron and An the sca ling correction
factor for low-electron
energy .
Substituting
daJdT from (6), the average energy
loss dE/dx is calculated
using cif/dx=NfT(daJdT)dT.
This gives

E/ Eo=(I -y)n/(l+u)_

The back-scattering
y is also given by

(9)

energy
y )n
cos 0

E11
/Eo=( l -_r)"'< 1+"> ( 1- - -

where~ is the number of atoms per unit volume in
the target ; N=Nap/A, N.
i s the Avogadro number,
p the atomic densitv,
,\ the c1tomic ,,eight,
Er the
s uitablv averaged excitation
energ: ' (fo r experimental
example.E r= l00 :2()0eV=20 ER, Rauth :rnd Simpson 1964) .

EB of e l ectrons
/(l+ H)

.

at dep th

(10)

Using the above relations
of energy retardation,
we can obtain the fractions
of transmission,
back-
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U+ , Auo, Ag x ,C u l>,AI o, C •
Berger & Seltzer
0,

X,

( 1964)

6 , 0

Cosslett

& Thomas

(1964)

0

GI end en in (1948)
Katz & Penfold (1952)
Young (1956)
Holli<fay & Sternglass
(1959)

If

The parameter y involves the effects
of diffu sio n
lo ss due to multip l e collisions
for reflected
e l ect r ons an d energy retardation
due to electronic
collisions.
It is re l ated to the atomic number and th e power of the potent i a l function n by

,r

,v

Irf-

whic h has the maximum value [y/( :+I)lmax =0 . 083 for
the op t imum value of n Cnopt=2.5) , where a small
fitting
factor is required
for :<SO and n<l.4.

V

/

r'

'

0-10 .--

l

.----.---.--~-~--.-------
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0-08

r

_(!81

Z+f - {n+f).

0

3

I
~

4

n

n

6

8

n

C (Z= 6)

9

IQ

Figure 4. Energy dependence of y/ (:+I) as a
f~nction of th e screening
parameter n .

·-------Al (13)
-........_
Cu (29)
"-.... Ag (47)
Au ( 79)
U
(92)

Figure 4 shows the energy dependence of y~:+l)
as a function of the scree nin g parameter n.
I ()"'----.J....J._.J...LLLUL.,~-LLL.L.fil~L..LJ...Lu.uL-J......u.J..u.JJ.l

----1...c..,..L.wJ

d

~

m

figure 3. Energy depende nce of mass - range
several targets.
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\
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\
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( 11)

A\

0-5

whi ch is in c lo se ag r eement wi!h the empi ri ca!
formula of Sternglass
(1954) , Eg/Eo=0 . 45+2· 10 3 Z.
nT and diffusion

□

~

i/io = exp ( - Nax) .

/(1- y).

00

0
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0-9
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1
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~
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( 12)

Figure
targets
of the
Cosslett
(1964 ,
(1970 ,

(13)

].

I

~

\~

203-91

0-2

\</h
en (8) i s substituted
into ( 13) and ( l 2) , nT ca n
be expressed as functions
of y a nd y :
17r=exp[-yy/(l-y)

~

~

0-3

dept h YD

The total sca tt eri ng cross - section a (equatio n 5)
is related
to th e fract i ona l ra nge-e ner gy
relationship
(9) by
NaRy=yy

~ l>

04

The general
form of variation
1;ith thickness of
t he frac ti on nT of the incident
current which is
transmitted
i nto the forwar d hemisphere (figure 2)
obeys an expo nenti a l r e lati on similar
to the
Lena rd l a1;:
')T =

Eo
[Ke-VJ

Be l, ,0-32 I

0

06

Transmission

r

Be 1500,0-011

scatte ring and absorption
as functions
of y and n .
The most probab l e e ner gy dissipatio
n depth Yc=xc/R
in :he diffusio n model (described
below in sectio n
7) is related
t o the mean energy of back - scatte r ing
electro ns ~B• as fo ll ows :

4.

l

Experiment
Cossle-11 & Th om a s , Dup ouy et at , Vyat sk1n & Trunev , F11t 1ng
[
6.A c oo c>l196 t.,5l
1 (196l.,5)
01 1970 , 2 )
Q(197t.l

Eo [ev]

5. Transmission
of e l ectrons in severa l
with the incident
energies
as a function
reduced depth y. Experimental
points :
and Thomas (1964a, b, 1965), Dupouy et al
1965) , Fitting
(1974), Vyatskin and Trunev
1972).

Fig ur e 5 shows the variation
of nT i n severa l
target materia l s wi th the incident
energies
as a

(1-1)
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fu ncti on of y, which agree closely
with the
exprimenta l results
by Dupouy et a l (1964 , 1965),
Cossle tt and Thomas (1964a, b, 1965), Vyatskin
and Trunev (1970, 1972 ), Fitting
(1974) . From the
definition
of the diffusion
depth xo with the
transmission
function
1/e, it follows that
_n,=xu/R= 1/(1 +y).

1.0
0 -9

08
0-7

/( l-y)][(l-y)ll"-2
( - 11YU J"cxp[-yny
O
( I -J')2

1/B )' ) -

(I 7)

(16)

0-4

'ls
0

\~e4
0\

20

0-5
0-4
0-3
0-2
0.1

•

Cosslett & Thomas
(1964a)
Dupouyet al (1964,5)

o:3020
10
Cu 0 .0 -o'(.

2

03

1
l•r

/

Ag o ~

00

0 20
Au

4

3

a 10
5

01

6
0 0

7
Figure 6 . The reduced
function of y .

y

diffusion

depth

Yo as a

Figure 7. The fractional
back-scattering
nB from
several target materials
with various
incident
eneroies as a function
of reduced depth y.
Expe;imental
points:
Nj cdrig and Sieber ( 1971),
Fitting
(197.J), Vy::nskin :.ind Trunev (1967),
Cosslett
and Thomas (1965) , Dupouy ct al (196<-l,
1965).

This seems to be more reasonable
than the previous
expressions
given by ~eister
(1958) , Archard .
(1961) and Tomlin ( 1963) and it agrees wel l with
the ~~nte Carlo calculations
of Bishop (1965,1967) .
The calculated
results
from (16) are compared with
the experimental
results
of Cosslett
and Thomas
(1964a) and Dupouy et al (1964, 1965) by using the
energy dependence of y shown in figure 4 with the
atomic number and energy dependence of n.
5.

-ll "]dy.

Be 400[keVJ

Yco.6
D

Beam with the Target

Back-scattering

fraction

Fiaure 7 shows the fractional
back-scattering
ns
fr;m several target materials
with various
incident
energies as a functio n of reduced depth~
The calcu l ated results
are in good agreement 1v1 th
experimental
results
of Cosslett
and Thomas (1964,
1965), Dupouy et al (1964,1965) , Vyatskin and
Trunev ( 1967) and Niedr i g and Sieber (1971), where
the atomic density pis
assumed to be s li ghtly
reduced bv a maximum of 15~. For the special
case
where the.depth
y is small , ns is approximately
linearly
proportional
to the depth x as pointed out
by Niedri g and Sieber (1971).
For the back-scattering
coefficient
as a
function of angle v of incident
electron
probe
relative
to the normal, Radzimski ( 1978) introduced
the equatio n modifying the previous
diffusion
model by Kanaya and Okayama (1972) :

nB

The general form of the variation
of nB 1,i th
thickness
(n 8 is the fraction
of the back-scattered
electrons , which are deflected
inside the limiting
angle Bo subtended by the back-scattered
rad ius rB
of the centre Ye of a sphere model) is shown in
figure 2 . n 8 is assumed to have the same exponential
form as nT , but the absorption
factor YB must be
l arger than y because of diffusion
l os s due to
multiple
collisions.
Fol lowing the same Lena rd law, the back-sea ttered
electron
fraction
is assumed to be a form ns= exp
[-y y/ ( l-y)],
where
y 8=y/n1; n1 is the normalising
8
solid angle being eq ual to

t'"sin

')n(v)=')n

exp [Ao (I-cos v)]

(13)

with Ao=Y8rc/(l-ycl
where Ye i s the ce ntre of the
diffusion
model corresponding
to the most probable
energy dissipation
dep th. The expression
seems to
be very versatjle
because it was obtained
from a
model which is in a good agreement with experiments
ove r a wide energy range
(l-!0 3 keV) and
atomic number range Z=3-80 . Figure 8 shows the
theoretical
and experimen tal comparison of back-

0 d0/( I +cos O)l+l/"=11(1-2-l/n).

Accordingly,
the effective
back-scattered
electron
fraction
inside the l imiting angle Bo,
using the equation of cosBo=y/(1-y),
is given by
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scattering
coefficie
nt as a function
of ang l e o f
beam incidence
vat
several
beam energies(Drescher
et al 1970 , Rad:imski
1973) .

(Cosslett& Thomas 1965)

I .0 .--,:--,--,--,---,-.----=..c,..::..:_,_~

Exp. o Cu
1/s ( II ) = 778 exp[ A, ( 1- cos 11)]
I

~

Ta Ye I ( 1 - Ye)

Incident
.,¥e lectron

l[1•27

rm{~
,~'-',I2.:
ri lll Targe
'l! . /l/77
X ,,,t
_ f(<\/
surto<e

2

1

--

- 021J2

( 1. 7)2

E0 =101e./

• Au
0

0

J

----.. ·N"

Ye= Xe/R

0.4

R
✓

0.7

_/

Au(l':3.4 "(;=7.2 E,=

0

Kev

-lOOKeV
- -- -- - 10 Kev

25
,A.=0'.9)
- Ta (5 2 ,8 1 , 10,089)

0.6

- Ta (3.5,41 ,100,064)

0

- M:>(30,4 6. 10,0 89 )
~

' Cu (1.7, 3.1, 10, 103)
0.3

0/

0---

' Cu (ll, 24.100, 1 20)

,

0.8 y 1.0

,d

' S i (0.9, 2.9, 10, 172)

-o,,,..,,,o

0.2

0.6

0.4

Figure 9 . Relative
proportions
of electrons
tran smitted
nT , back - scattered
n 8 and absorbed
in Cu( o ) and Au( e ) target
as a function
of the
reduced depth y .

' Mo(2.1, 3 .1 ,100.123)

0.4

0.2

0

--o·

o E)(periment

0.1

O'

al '

iJJ'
)/

00'

80°

Radzimsk, 11978)
Dres cher et a l. 119701

Figure 3 . The back-scattering
coefficient
function
of angle v of incident
electron
relative
to the normal.
~

6.

Absorptio

n of electro
dissipation

n 8 (v) as
probe

_

YD

we
4

~

exp [-yuy / \l -y)] [(I -y) 11"-2(I -y)·

1i"]

dy].

and n 8

C(6)

Cu(29)

2-42
1 52
1-37
1-27
1-18
1-13

6
2-48
2-0 1
170
140
1-20
1-10

n
2 79
1-60
1-42
1-30
1-20
1-15

0-3

0-4

0-5

K

11

100

0-58
0-44
Q.41
0-36
0-26
0.20

0-1

0 -2

1
5
10
20

so

o

1"].

(20)

ns nA and energy

ff the value of nT is substituted
from (lJ)
from (17) into the above, nA becomes

J'

((I -y)''"-}-1

exp [-yny/(1-y)]
(l-y)2

Er\

Following Cosslett
and Thomas (!964a,1965),
obtain the fraction
nA of the incident
beam
absorbed in a solid tirget
from the equation

+nyn

11

Au(79)
6
6-50
5-57
4-74
3-92
3-30
2-85

C

n
3-11
1-66
1-46
1-33
1-22
1-16

'00 K@Y

3

(19)

The absorbed fraction
calculated
from ( 19) is in
good accord ,,ith the results
of Coss l ett and Thomas
(1965), as shO\m in figure
9.
The distribution
of absorbed e le ctron s at
differen t incident
energies
can be represented
for
a given element when the normalised
fraction
is
p l otted against
the reduced depth y as functions
of Y and n bv using the following
equation :

0

0-6

0-7

0-8

0-9

1-0

y

Figure 10. The distribution
of absorbed electrons
at different
incide nt energies
as a function
of
the reduced depth y.
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Figure 10 shows t he distribution
of absorbed
electrons
at different
incident
energies
as a
function
of the reduced depth y .
It is clear l y fo und t hat t he dep t h of absorbe d
electron
maximum per unit mass - thickness
corresponds
at the diffusion
depth Yo· The
dissipation
of energy ,vit h depth may be calculated
in a similar
way to the previous
paper (Kanaya
and Okayama 1972) :

1.0.-~-,-----,--,-----,--,----,-,---,--,
E,
Eo=l0keV
Eo
0.8
Be

I 1=0-26

0.6

n=l -36)
C(0 .41,137)
Al(0.70,1-40)

EA= Ea-11rE-11BEB

0.4

where E and E8 refer to the energies
of
transmitted
and back-scatte
r ed electrons
throug h
matter,
reduced by electronic
collisions
as given
by (9) and (11),
respec t ively.
_
The approximate
equation
of Ee/Ea i n (11) is
verv close to the empirical
relationships
of Brand
( 1936), Kulenkampff and Rilttiger
(1954),
Kulenkampff and Spyra (1954) , Sterng l ass (1954)
and Klein (1968).
We deduce that,
corresponding
to the above
equatio n , the energy EA absorbed in t he fractioncl
layer of material
between the surface
and depth x
is given by
£_..'.2=1-(1-r)"'"'"'exp

Eo

·

( --- yy ) -ryu(y)
I -y

fu- .
Ea

0.2

2

. pf< J_(E,,/£'!)_=
_ dry_:i:( I _ y)"/(l+nl

d(px)

1.0

dr

.
+ (-"-

) (I -yJ-l

i (l· "''JT-

I +11

d....:2.'2
£ _
_!•

dy Eo

(22)

Z C (6)

041
0-36
0.26
0.20

y

to nuclear collisions
. At the end of the range
this is equal to the amount: l- 17B(½Jx[EB/Ea] .
The reduced fraction
of energy dissipated
in
unit mass-thickness
pRd(E ,,/Ea)/d(px)
can be
obtained
by differentiating
(21) :

(2 1)

Experiment
oAu •Cu AAl
O(E0 =15KeV)•Oo) ; Cosslett &
Thomas (1965)
A(25) ;Everhart & Hoff(1971)

0.8

0.6

Figure 11 . Fraction
of energy dissipated
EA/Ea
within a given fraction
of the range yin
several
targets
at Ea=lO keV .

Figure 11 shows the results
calculated
bv (21)
for several
target materials
at lOkeV incident
energy .
1~e calculated
distributions
of the energy
explain
fairly
well the fact that the electron
is
retarded
due to electronic
collisions
but then
diverges
increasi ngly owing to the difference
in
the amount of energy l ost by back-scattering
due

3

0.4

0.2

Al(l 3) Cu(29) Au(79)

i37
9
1-27
9
1.18 0.60 1.19
113 0.52 1.14

wi.--..
a.

..____X

w~

C

"O "O

a::
0,

1:10 142 474
1-40 1-30 3.92
1.20 1.20 3.30
1.10 1.15 2.85

146
1.33
122
1.16

Figure 12. Normalised
fraction
of energy
di ssipa ted in unit massthickness
as a function of
the reduced depth y for
several
target
materials
at different
incident
energies
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the peak value under
"opt= 2. 5 (corresponds
from 1 to 10).

Figure 12 s hows the result ca lculated bv(22) for seve r ral target materials
at different
incident eneroies
The distributions
for the two elements Cu and
ar~
very simi lar at the same incident enerov to curves
of Cosslett
,:ind Thomas (196'1a,b, 196st
In the figure the peak position
for heavy
elements (y> l ) corresponds
to th e depth of energy
dissipation
maximum experimentally
obtained by
Cosslett
and Thomas (1965) . The theoretical
and
experimental
distributions
show quantitative
agreement , but the experimental
peak value is
located at almost the reduced depth for light
elements (y<l).

A:

7.

Diffusion

the optimum condition
of
to E0 = 700-2000 eV for Z

• depth at
o depth at

1. .....=--'r-'-''--r---,--'-+--'"--r-"---T--'--7~,---.-~-,-,

Yo·9

' .8
YE.7

Ye·6

model

r

.5
On the basis of the modified Bethe energy-loss
theory,
Kanaya and Okayama (1972) proposed the so called
'modified
diffusion
model' of a sphere in
which electrons
move equally in all directions
from the depth of maximum energy dissipation
depth
xE and in s uch a way that their overal l paths are
equal to the difference
of full range R- X[ For a high atomic number thi s model agrees
fairly
well with the photograph of electron
glow
published
bv Ehrenberg and Franks (1953) and
Ehrenberg and King (1963) , ::ind bv Bre1ver (1971)
using photoresist
layers with electron
beam
exposure techniques,
but for a low atomic number
at high-energy
range it does not agree because
back-scattered
electro ns reaching the surface in
their original
directions
vanish. The model
disregards
electrons
undergoing
large-,rngle elas tic
reflection
betwee n the surface and the depth of
complete diffusion .
The back-scattering
range r 8 is given by
r 13= cRy/ ( l+y)

r
.1

0

r= - I

4rr

f

.
tan 0o=ru/.,c=

2·2y(l+y)
- -- -- - •.
1+2y-O·2 l y-

4

5

Yo= 1/ (1 +y)

(27)

n:=yu-[;,

(2S)

/( 1 +y)J(yo-yc).

Yo and

Figure!~ shows the energy dependence of the
back-scattering
coefficient
[n 13
Jv=i / z =r which has
the maximum values of rmax and the corresponding
optimum energies
for various target
materials,
,;hich ,ire substantially
close to the experimental
re s ults by Fitting
(1974), IVright and Trump (1962),
and others.
Figure 15 repr ese nt s the present diffusion
models for severa l target
materials,
where the
broken curves are the original
models.

r can be

802 rr sin
. Od0=.J- (I - cos 80)

0

The important
parameters
of diffusion
depth
YE are obtained
using a diffusion
model :

(23)

8.

(25)

u

3

Figure 13 . The comparison of the present
diffusion
model ' s parameters
of y 0 , YE' Ye, Y
13
and r compared with the theoretical
values
calculated
by (20) , (22), (24),
(23) and (25),
respectively.

,,here the best fit is obtained by taking c=l. l on
an empirical
basis .
The most probable energy dis sipa tion depth xc
can be obtained
by a simple geomet ric relation

Then the back-scattering
coefficient
obtained
from the following equation:

2

0

Conclusions

(1) Results of interest
in connection
with the
fundamental
theory of electron
scattering
such as mass-range,
transmission
, diffusion
depth, back-scattering,
energy-loss
and
maximum energy-loss
dept h , are consistently
expressed
in normalised
form with the reduced
depth y as a function of the parameter
which
is derived
as a function of both the incident
e ner gy and the atomic number.
(2) A diffusion
model represented
by a hemi sp here
whose centre is located at the most probable

(26)

Figure 13 shows the comparison of the present
diffusion
model ' s parameters
of Yo, YE, YC' Y
and r compared 1,ith theoretical
values calcu lat13 ed
by (20) , (22) , (21), (23) and (25) respective!;:.
As shO\m in Figure -1, the paramete, y by (15) has

7 (,

Interaction
Figure 14. Energy dependence of the
back-scattering
coefficient
r which
has the maximum value of rmax and
the corresponding
optimum energies
Eopt for several target materials .
[xperiment:il
results
,, ith .l Au, C Ag,
◊ Ge,
Cu, Y Al, X C, • Be: Kanter
1957 (.:. ')) ; \\!right and Trump 1962
(LO Y• ) ; IVeinryb and Philibert
1964
( Y • ) ; Coss l et t and Thomas 1965 (tdJ );
Verdier and Amal 1968,69 (Oo y x ) ;
Ebert e t al. 1969 (O □Y X ) ; Bronshtein
and Fraiman 1969 ( t:,.c ye ) ; \liedrig and
Sieber 1971 (t,o □.- ) ; Fitting
1974
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Figure 15. Representation
of the
present diffusion
models for sever:il
L:irget rnatcria ls at E =IO keV , ,vhere
the broken curves arc the original
moJels.

lalC\6)

l,0 .41
r,,0.09

><o/R:0
.71 "c/R:0 ,45
r,/R,O27 R,1 .2[,omJ

0.0 -1
10

10

lb)All13)t,0 .76 x,/Rc0.57 "c /R,0 .JQ
''018 r,/R,0 -43 R,1 .1

energy dissipation
depth Ye, related
to the
diffusion
depth Yo and the maximum energy
dissipation
depth YE, is found to agree
well with the empirical
data.
(3) In :i similar way to the 'yield- energy'
relationship
of the secondary electron
emission,
the back-scattering
coefficie nt
i ncr eases as the incident
energy decreases
and the maximum va lu e again decreases
and the
optimum energy givi ng the maxima ra nge from
500 eV to 5 keV , correspo nding to the atomic
numbers of target materials
from Z=l to 100,
respectively.

I

\c)Cul29) 1,1,70 Xo/Rc0.37 JCc
/Rc0 .26
r,o .32 r,/R,0 .69 R ,o.37

l•IW\74I

1,4 .43
r,Q .45

"o/RcQ.18
r,/R,Q.90

"c/ Rc0.10
R,Q .22

(d)Agl47)

lfIAul79)

l.

i,2 .so Xo/R,0 -26 Xc/Rc0,17
r, o.40 r, JR,0- 111 R,0 .34

1,4.74
r,QJ.5

The Energy Dependence of Secondary Emission
Based on the Range-Energy Retardation
Power
Formula
Introduction

Many attempts have been made to exp l ai n
seco ndary electron
emission i nduc ed by e l ectro n
bombardment qua l itatively
and qua ntit a ti ve l y si nce
the ,,ork of Austin and St arke (1902). Recently,
considerab le interest
has arisen in the use of
seco nda ry electro n emissio n f rom a sol id tar get by
the bombardment of a finely focused
30keV hi gh l v
acce lerated
bea~ of elec tr ons as in scanning
electron
microscopes . The quantitative
anal ysis of
secondary electron
images in sca nnin g e l ec tr on
microscopes requires
the exact values of yield,
th e escape dept~ of seco ndar v electrons,
and the
contribution
of back-sca tt ered electrons
with in a
so lid tar get .

Xo/R=D.17 •c/R,0-09
'e/ R, 0•91 R=Q .21
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Based on the assumption
of two mechanisms in
the secondary electron
emission process (the
production
and escape mechanisms of seconda ry
electrons),
there have been some theories
of the
secondary emission,
such as a free-electron
theory
of Baroody (1950) , cascade theory of Wol ff (1954),
and quantum theory of the production of secondaries
(Fr~hlich
1932, Wooldridge 1939, Dekker and van
der :iel
1952, Marshall
1952, van der Ziel 1953,
Baroody 1953 , 1956). In addition,
the semiempirical
theories
based on the electron
rangeenergy p01ver-la1, (the Thomson-l\fhiddington
la1,)
have been presented
by Salow (1940) , Bruining &
De Boer (1938) , Bruining
(1954), Jonker(l952 , 1954) ,
Lye and Dekker (1957), and Dekker ( 1958).
In the recent work, Kanaya and Kawakatsu (1972)
and Dionne (1973, 1975) have developed the theory
of seco ndaries
by the generalised
power law
concerning
the energy loss of elec~rons
penetrating
into a solid target
making use of range measurements
by Clendenin
(1948), Kat: and Penfold (1952), Lane
and Zaffarano
(1954), Young (1956), Holliday and
Sternglass
(1959), and by Cosslctt
and Thomas(l964t
An attempt
(Ono and Kanaya, 1979) has been made
to present
a sufficient
solution
of the secondary
e l ectro n yield of metals and se miconductor
compounds except insulators,
by applying the freeelectron
scattering
theory to the absorption
of
secondary elect ron s ge nerated
1,ithin a solid tar get .
For i,:sulators,
Kanaya et al (1978) have presented
a
sufficie nt solu tion of the high yield and an
exp lanation
of the different
yield appearing
in
integral
multiples,
co mbining the free -electron
scatter in g theory with the plasmon theory.
By using the potential
function of the power
and exponential
forms as a function of a modified
scree ned atomic radius for electron
scatteri ng
(Kanaya and Ono 1976), the range energy
relationship
of R=(Eo/ER) i~i;n/c 0 , 1,ith an
incide nt energy E0 of bet1,een 1 keV and l MeV, is
used as a fundamental
equation,
where n indicates
the degree of sc reening
(n goes from l to 00 as the
accele rating
voltage decreases),
ER is the Rydberg
energy and c 0 the range-energy
coefficient
of the
primary beam.
The purely classical
empirical
theory (Bruining
1954, Jonker 1952, 1954, Lye and Dekker 1957,
Kanaya and Kawakatsu 197~ ) is developed by the
power law concerning
the energy lo ss . Also, by
using the absorption
law of Lenard type and the
asswnption
that the distribution
o~ secondary
electrons
1,ith energies
below 50 eV produced by
primary electrons
within the target is i so tropi c ,
the universal
yield-energy
curve i s deduced. It is
shown that the absorption
coefficient
of secondary
electro ns involved
in the Lenard law relates
with
the suitably
averaged ionisation
loss , since the
energy of secondary electrons
produced by the first
collision
of primary electrons
with the target
is
very small, i.e.
Es= 100-200 eV (Rauth and Simpson
1964).
Since the resulting
maximum yie:d 6m and the
energy Em mainly depend on the range-energy
coefficient
of the primary beam c 0 and the
absorption
coefficient
a , these can be given as
functions
of ionisation
energy I, back-sca ttering
coefficient
rand
the atomic number Z.
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2.

.\bsorption

coefficient

a and escape

depth

xa

The absorption
coefficient
a of secondary
electrons
gene rat ed within the solid target
is a
most significant
factor
in quantitative
evaluation
of the maximum yield 6m which is , in practice,
measured 1,ith its corresponding
incident
energy Em.
Suppose that the secondary electrons
are
distributed
following
the Lenard (1918) law after
their dislodgement
and satisfy
the specia l case
n=..J of the po1,er la1, (eq . 2) in the first
col li sion .
Since their energy of most probable
ionisation
loss in the first
collision
is very low (E5 =100 200 eV, Rauth and Simpson 1964) compared 1,ith the
primary energy E0 ~5 keV, the transmission
fraction
of secondaries
is give n bv
i,/io= exp ( -Na,x)

= exp ( -

ax)

(I)

where is is the secondary emission current,
i 0 the
primary beam current,
\J the number of atoms per
unit volwne, and oi is the total
scattering
cross sectio n due to the loss of seco ndar y e lectrons.
Then, the total
cross-section
o i (for secondary
emiss ion ) (f.:anaya a nd Ono 1976) is given by

(2)

determined
cmpirica I ly ,
1,here ;\ 2 is the constant
a=O. 77a: z- 1/G A the scree ned atomic radius,
a 11 the
Bohr ra~iu s of hydrogen,
and n=00 1s assumed
because the energy of seconda r y electrons
is very
low. The ionisation
ene r gy E5 is ranged between
9:2 and 235 eV for Al, Cu, Si and Au (Rauth and
Si.npso n 1964), ;:ind it can be approximated
as
(3)

where I is the first
constant,
is taken
Accordingly,
the
seco ndar y electrons
the diffusion
model
1/e, is given by

ionisation
energy and ns,the
to be n 5 =20.
most probab le escape depth of
xa, in a similar
manner to .
bv ,\rchard
(1961), from 1sf1 0

x, = I /a= 2-67 A of/ pZ0 l 3 (A)

(-l)

where ;\00 2 =0. l is used . A0 the atomic weight and P
the density.
Figure 1 shows the escape depth of
seco ndar y electrons
xa as a function
of atomic
number z, which is in good agreement with Sei lcr' s
(1967) do.ta .
3.

Secondary yield
back-scattered

due to primo.rv a nd
electrons

According to the elementary
theory,
the number
of secondary electrons
ejected
from the target
increases
in proportion
to the energy l oss, they
arc isotropically
distributed
in the so lid tar get ,
and are emitted from the surface
following
the
absorptio n law of Lenard type after
their
dislodgement.
The analytical
treatments,
as 1,ell ;:is ~\ontcCarlo calculations,
are verv useful to evaluate
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Figure 1. The escape depth
Xa as a function of atomic

Ce
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of seco ndary
number Z.

e l ectrons

Sn=')n

1
"

.
exp

(

O

c)p = K
_

2

(C
.!')" / (l +u) J"l
__11 Auf(l+u)
a
O I +11

;;
(2K)(co)"

It can be simply

dy

expressea

8/[(K/2)(co/a)" 111+" 1] = / 0 (A)

dy .

(7)

DY

+ ')n/n(A)

(9)

in which f (A) and /B(A) are the integrations
in
equations
f6J and (7), respectively,
and hav e
maxima as s ho1m in Kanaya et a 1 (1978).
Accordingly,
the va lu e of total
yield
normalised
by the maximum yie ld o/o m can be
obtai ned as a f uncti on of E/Em:
(10)

(5)

for E/Em=CA/Amln/(l+n) . For the sake of simplicity
for the calculation,
it can be numerically
approximated
as

the

u;,(A) + ')n/n(A)]max = 0 ·365 (I+ I ·26 r)

ship and the
(Kanaya and
primary

(11)

and
Am= ( I +5r2)

( 12)

where the back-scattering
coeffic i ent r~[n 8 ] Y=l/~
where nB i s the back-scattering
fraction
wit h
depth y=x/R , is used from the diffusion
model
(Kanaya and Ono 1978) as

(I -y)-1/l l+u)

) +AyE,(-Ar)]

0

The ;:otal sec ondary yield o is then co nsidered to
b the sum of sec ondary electrons
due to primary electrons and seco ndary e l ectrons due to back-scattered
electrons :

r=\(1-cos0o)
[exp (-Ay

J'fe(T+7,
211)( 1 -y)l•l-11/ln+li

/l l+u/

o/:Srn= 1/n(A) + ')n/n(A)]/(/o (A) + ')n/n(A)]rnax

X) sin
. Ot IOd .\·
- --CX
cos 0

where K is the consta nt depending on
penetration
of electrons .
By using the range - ener gy relation
resulting
energy retardation
formula
Ono 1976), the seco ndary yield due to
electro ns Op ca n be given by

exp ( -1 )/ 1 dt

x A"lll+ nl [exp (-Ay)+AyE,(-Ay)]

the secon dar y electron
emissi on mechanisms from
metals by electro n beam bombardment, whi ch have
been developed by Jonker (1952,1954)
and Lye and
Dekke r (1957) and others , a nd Reimer (1968) ,
Shimi:u and ~lurata (1971), Shimi:u (1974),
Gana chaud a nd Cailler
(1975a, b), Ganachaud (19771
and Pillon et al ( 1977) , respectively.
Suppose an incident
electron
beam falls
perpe ndicularly
on a so lid target . The number of
sec ondary electro ns re l eased is propor t io nal to
the e lectron
energy loss dE/dx. They arrive
at
the surface
by travelling
a distance
Z=x/cos8
throuah the material,
and the seco ndar y yie ld is
give nnby Jonker (1952, 1954) and Kanaya and
Kawakatsu (1972) as

._KJ"d(£/£,t)J·'
u--2 o
dx

J:

is the expone nt ial int eg ral function .
Most inc i den t e l ectro n s are scattered
through
small angles as they i nt eract with atoms . As th e
electro n penetration
increases
deeply,
the primary
beam spreads in a Gaussia n manner, as s hown i n a
previous
paper of diffusion
model (Kanaya and Ono
1978). Consideration
of the back - scattere d
elect r ons becomes espec i a ll y important
becau se
their maxima ranged between 500 and 2000eV .
According to Kanter ( 1961) t he back-scattered
e lec trons from the in t erior of the material
fo ll ow
a cosi ne distrib ut ion . Therefore
the rate of
energy l oss and the path len g th s of back-scattered
e l ec tron s in the region of seco ndar y escape are
l arge compared with those of the incomi ng
primaries.
Thus the seco nd a ry e l ectron yie ld
cannot be disregarded
when the back-scatteri
ng
coefficien
t ~Bis relatively
l a rge.
Consider the production
of seco nd ary e lectron s
by back-scattered
e le ctro ns oB is given by

Na

'3:60
'
>< I

-

and

(6)
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Li (6m=0 .54.Em=240

eV)

Si(0 .98,550)
Ni(l .1,530)
0.6

/

E
Figure 2. The theoretical
<..O
and experimental
comparison
of the universal
yield1..0
energy curve for the energy - -------dep enden t parameter n .

Experiment
• Si , Dionne 1975
0

02

tan

Oo=

(J"d0+2,

I

0

dr1=sin

·

f'·'
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1
'
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o Exper iment
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1J)
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J

a/2

0)1+11 ..
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which is very close to the empirical
result
by
Seiler
(1967).
Figure 2 represents
the theoretical
and
experimental
comparison of the universal
yieldenergy curve for the energy-dependent
parameter n,
where the upper l imit of the curve corresponds
to
the li ght element of the target and lower limit
to the heavy e lement, respectively,
2nd the yie ld
increases
as the back-scatte rin g coefficient
ns
increases.
The energy and back-sca tt ering
dependence of the univer sal yi eld - ener gy curves
are in good agreement with the experiments
of Si,
Ni and Mo.
4 . Quantitative

characteristics

of secondary

The va lu e of the incident
energy
the maximum yie ld occurs is related

8

On the other
given by

hand,

w~'"
b
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Figure 3 . Comparison of the maximum yield of
secondary electrons
8m, the corresponding
primary
energy Em a nd the ratio calculated
by the rangeenergy retardation
power formu l a with experiment .

Em for which
to a and c 0 :

( 16)

According
to
8~=

(15)

the maximum yield

1-o -_, 80----' 90

Ta

where Am is approximately
give n by equation
(12)
related
with the back-scattering
coefficient
r.
From equations
(6) and (7), for the assumption
n=4
in the first
co lli sion, which corresponds
to the
energy Em=S00-2000 eV, and the empiri cal data for
Au: Em= 800 eV, r= 0.45, I =9 . 2 eV, then the
characteristic
energy Em is simp l y approximated
as
Em=57·9Zl/15/4/.,( 1+5 ,-2)4/5(cV).

1942

Ir (

6

dO+- I

Au ( 1.5 , 800 )

1935

o Mo,Bruining

+ l)/[n( 11+ 1)21!"]

te

0- -½

Ni . Knoll

l·ly
I +2y-0·2ly2

y= 0(11- l )(Z

Mo(l .25. 550)

Em

8m is

to the empirical

6m/Em l eads

(15)
~-365 (I+
2

1·26 r)
En (I +5 r 2 )' 1/ 5

-:::.
Ko ( I + 1-2~~).
(I + 5 r2)4/5
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1

where K0 =2.1·10(eV- ) is closely
fitted
to 6m=
l. 5 for Au.
Then , the maximum yield 6m is empirically
given
by
3m=0·12

z11 1s

1>1.;(I+ 1·26 r).

(18)

Beam with the Target
Table

1 (con t . )

Atom

Z

y
Zr

Ag
Cd

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

In

49

Nb

Figure 3 shows the above calculated
results,
compared with experimental
results
(Dekker 1958,
Seiler
1967, Kollath 1956, van Ardenne 1959,
Gobrecht and Speer 1953), in which experimental
points are made to accord with calcu l ated results
when the differences
are within 10%. The physical
properties
of materials
used in calculation
is
shown in table 1, in which some data (as shown in
parentheses)
for the first
ionisation
energy is
corrected
by the Smithsonian
Physical Tables(l954)
as follo1,s;
for B, Al, Ga, In, Tl the corrected
value is the first
ionisation
energy plus l-2eV,
but for He, Be, ~lg, Zn, Cd, Hg the first ionisation
energy minus 2-3 eV, and for the organic carbon the
resonance potential
of graphitised
carbon is
adopted .
For semiconducting
compounds of the composition
(Z 1 Jp(Zzlq in the similar
treatment
of Hohn and
Siedrig
(1972) it is assumed that the secondary
yield of compounds is proportionJl
to the atomic
composition
and the following
relationship
can be
derived:

Mo
Tc
Ru

Rh
Pd

Sn
Sb

Tc
Cs
Ba
La
Hf
Ta

I(eV)

6·4
6· 8
6· 9
7· I
7 ·4
7·4
8· 3
7·6
7 ·0
(8 ·99)
7· I
(5 · 79)
7·J
8· 7
9·0
4·0
5·2

5· 6

w

7·0
I ·9
8 ·0

Re

7 ·9

Os
Ir

8·7
9· 2
9·0
9·2
6·0
(l0·43)
7·0

Pt
Au

I lg

Tl

81

Pb
Bi
Th

82
83
90

Dm(cxpt)

0· 38
0·39
0·39
0·39
0 · 39
0· 39
0·40

500 (350-400)
530 (350)
540 (550)
550 (400)
560
580
580
640 (650)
600 (700)
560 (450-500)

1·00(0·75)
I ·06 (0·9- 1· 1)
l ·07 (1 · 1- 1 ·2)
1· 10 (l · l- 1·2)
l · 12
I· 15
I· 15
I ·27 (I· 3)
I· 18 (I· 2-1 ·4)
1 · 11 (0·9- 1· I)

2·00
2·02
I ·99
2·00
I ·99
2·00
1·98
l ·99
1 · 97
I ·97

O· 40

570 (500)

· 13 (l · 3- 1·4)

1·98

O· 40
0·40
0·41
O· 41
0·41
0·4 1
0·43
0·,iJ
0·43
0·43
0·43
0·43
0·43
0·45
0·45

590 (500)
680(600)
700
3 70 (300-400)
460(400)
490 (500)
610 (460)
670 (600)
680 (700)
680 (900)
730
770
760(700-750)
800 (700-875)
570 (600)

1 · 16 (I· 1- 1 · 35)

1·34 (1 · 2-1·3)
I· 38
0·72 (0·5--0·76)
0·90 (0·65-0·9)
0·95 (0·80)
I · 17 (I· I)
I ·29 (1 · 1-1 ·35)
·31 (I ·05-1 ·4)
· 29 (I· 30)
1·40 (I ·30)
I ·47
I ·44 (l ·35-1 ·7)
1·50 (1·2-1·58)
l ·06 ( 1 ·05)

l ·97
1·97
1·96

0·45

640 (650)

I· 21 (I ·4)

· 88

0·45
0·45
0·45

680(500-700)
670 (500-700)
690 (600-800)

·27(1·1)
1·25 (I ·2)
1 · 23 (1 · 1)

· 86
· 87
87

O· 38
O· 38
O· 38

7- 2

Dm/Em( JO-l eV-

Em(cV)(e.,pt)

1)

I ·95
1 ·95
·94
·9 1
·91
l ·92
l ·91
I ·92
·92
·91
· 88
· 86

(6· I)

Table l. ,llaximum yield and energy of secondary
e lectrons,
a nd atomic properties
of target
materials .
Atom

Li
l3e

z

/(eV)

5 ·4
4

6·0

Om(expt)

0·07
0·08

240 (100-200)
270 (200-300)

0· 5-1(0·47--0· 55) 2· 23
0·61 (0·5-0·75)
2·24

GrJphiic
6
Organic C 6
Na
11
Mg
12

10·9
(8 · 28)
11 ·2
4·9
5· 2
1·0
(7· 6 1)
8·0
(5 · 95)
8· I
10·6
10·4
4·4
6· I
6·6
6 8

0·03

450 (400)

1 ·0 ( 1 ·0)

2 · 24

0· 10
0· 10
0· 19
0·20

4 70
240
290
370

I· I (0·9-1 ·0)
0· 55 (0·-15)
0·66 (0·65)
0·34 (0·8--0·9)

2· 26
2· 27

2· 27
2·27

Al

13

Si
P
S

Sc
Ti

1-1
15
16
19
20
21
22

0· 20

420 (250-300)

0·95 (0·9-1 ·0)

2·26

V

23

7·2

Cr

24
25
26
27
23
29
30

7·3

K
Ca.

Mn
Fe

Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga

Ge
As
St:

Rb
Sr

31
32
33
3➔

37
38

7 ·4

(300-400)
(JOO)
(300)
(300)

O· 22 -130 (300)
0· 23 550
0· 25 560
0· 28 300 (300)

and

0·23 390
0· 29 430 (300)
0· 30 440 (JOO)
O· 3 I 470
0· 32 480
0· 32 500
0· 33 520 (400)
0· 33 530 (400-600)
0·34 530 (500-550)
0· 34 530 (500-600)
0· 35 470 (200-500)

7 ·8
7· 8
7·6
1·1
6· 5
(9· 36)
9·0 (6·0) 0·35 610 (300-500)
7·9
0·35 560 (300-500)
9·8
0·36 670
0·36 670 (400-500)
0· 37 350 (350)
0· 37 4--10(250)

1·27(1·3)
1·15 (0·95- 1·2)
1· 37
1 ·36 (0·6- 1 ·3)
0·71 (0·7--0·85)
0·90 (0· 75)

1
Em=- - (p Eim+q E2m) (eV)
p+q

where Z 1 and z2 are the atomic numbers 0f the_
constituent
eleme nt s in the compound, respectively
Table 2 shows the maximum yield and the primary
energy of secondary electrons
of semico nductin g
compounds, compared with experiments , which are
calcula t ed by the above procedures .

0·98 (0 9- 1 · I)
! - 24
0·65 (0·55--0·69)
0·85
0·92 (0·75)
0·95 (0·75-0·35)
l ·01
1 ·02
I ·04
1·10(1 · 1- 1·32)
1·10(0·9 - 1·2)
·10(1·0-1·3)
1·11 (1·05-1·3)
0·97 (0·9-1 · 1)

of
1963).

1)

(9 · 27)

B

7 ·3
1·5

Physical data refer to American Institute
Physics llandbook (Dieke 1963, Frederikse

Dm/Em(IO- l eV-

Em(eV)(expt)

7·5

2 · 22
2· 18
2·17
2· 16
2· 14
2 · I3
2· 11
2· 10
2·1 1
2·08
2·07
2·08
2·06

Table 2. Maximum yield and energy of seco ndar y
electrons
of semiconducting
compounds, and their
atomic properties.
Materia l /(cV)

Cu,O
PbS

MoS,
MoOz

2·07
2·06
2·04
2·04
2 ·02
2 ·02

IVS,

81

7·7 (Cu)
13·6 (0)
7 · 5 (Pb)
10·4 (S)
7·1 (Mo)
10·4 (S)
7· 1 (Mo)
13·6 (0)
S·0(W)
10·4 (S)
7·6 (Ag)
13·6 (0)

Em(cV)(cxpt)

0·34 (Cu )
0· 15 (0)
0·45 (Pb)
0· 25 (S)
0·38(Mo)
0·25 (S)
0· 38 (Mo)
0· 15 (0)
0·43 (W)
0· 25 (S)
0·39 (Ag)
0 15 (0)

550

Ii,.. (expt) lim/Em (JO-l cV- 1)
I· 18

(500)

(I· 19-1 · 25)

620
(500)
560

(1 ·2)

570

(450)
600
590
(500)

I · 26

2· 14
2 · 03

l · 19

2· 14

( I · 10)
I· 25

2· I 8

(1 ·09 - 1 ·33)
I· 26
2 · 10
(0·96-1 ·04)
1·23
2·07
(0 98-1 · 18)
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5.

Angular

7 . Seco ndary

distribution
of secondary
electron
emission
-

b

Dp(0)=(!</2)

JR
(dE/E1t)exp(- '"-'")
u
dx
cos e

S, = (K/2)(co/c,)"/ll+nJ

(

Su(B)=(K/2)7]'0

0y

) dy

· v,1 "

j

__

o I +n

[exp ( - , ly ) + AyE1(

0y)

A 0 = A/cos 0 = (c,/co)(Eo/ E1t) 1+ 1l"/cos 0.

on secondary

Co ) n/11+"1

[fp(A,)+TJufu(A,)].

Au

<-0

.

' 8I

0.5

C

Ill
<-0

C/'

,,,

I/

..~-'
0.1

0.05

(22)

·

0.02
0.1

50

A

- -bs
-- := .s,

,:1/

I/

,:"Al

//
A~

w:

11)

6s

Eo

0

II

s v)- 11IU+

(25)

d =100A

Then, the secondary emissio n yield maximum cS
m(v) and
the energy for Em(v) normalised as a function of the
incident
angle v of primary e l ectro ns become
Om(v) Em(v)
--=---=(co
Om
Em

, ly)] cJ_1.

yield

The calculation
of 6(v) can be extended to the
case where the primary beam s trikes
the surface
at an angle
v to the normal. Secondary
electrons
dislodged
at a point x on the path of
the primary electrons
in the material
will then be
located at a distance
xcos v from the surfac e, so
that in the above calculation
x ha s to be replaced
by xcosv and the absorption
factor becomes exp(-a.x
cosv/cos8)
.
'
If the new variable
Av=(a.cos(v)/c 0 )(E 0 /ER) 1 + 1 /n
is substituted
in equation
(9), 6(v) is given by
S(v)=(K /2) ( -O'. COS

-

rigure ~ s hows the comparison with the secondary
yield cit and 6 5 for the specime n thickness
d=50
and 100 A , wh ere the parameters,
n and c 0 arc given
by equations
I -(2) and I-(8),
re s~cJtively
, and as
a function
of A; A=(a./c 0 ) (E 0 /ER) 1 1 n_ It is founu
th:it both

dy (21)

1<here

angle

-y))

where yd=d/R . And , moreover,
the seco ndar y yield
6 5 from th e su r face of target for thin specime n
with thickness
d can be give n by

-- co ) n/il+nJ Jo _-?n
_ (1-y)ln-lJ/ln+ll
( " cos 0
112I + 11

of incident

( I -y)-1 /il+nJ , I n/11-,,1(exp ( -A()'d

(20)

Aon/ll+nJ exp (-A

6. Effect

tr:_a_~m -~tt ed

(24)

11
--- Co )n/ll+nJ Jo __ ( I -y) -1/(l+nJ Aon/(l+ n)
"cos O
1 I +11
exp ( -A

yield

(19)

cJx.

Then, 6p(8), and 6 8 (8) due to back - sca ttered
electrons
can be written
as
<
,
op(B)=(A/2)

emission

For a thin specimen with thickne ss d les s than
the penetration
range R, the seco ndary electrons
due to the e l ectron beam bombardment on to the
specimen are ejected
from both surfaces,
as ha s
been recently
investigated
bv Llacer (1968) and
Jahrreiss
( 1964) . The secondary electrons
transmitted
throu gh the material behave in a manner
sim ilar to that described
in the sectio n 3 . Then ,
from equatio n (6) the tr ansmitte d secondary yield
a t is given by

The angular distribution
of the emitted
electrons
can be obtained
by the aid
of the
calculation
of sect.
3. Let a part of the secondarv
electrons
dislodged
in a part of dx on the path of·
the primaries
travel
to the surface along the line
Z along a path at angle 8 . To reach the surface
the
secondaries
must travel
a distance
Z=x/cos 8 . Then
the secondary yield 6p(8) due to primary electron~
emerging 1n the direction
Z under an anole 8 leads
tO

e l ectron

0.5

""-;~-

5

~--

10

Figure 4. A compariso n between the seco ndary
yie ld s a t and 6 5 for the thickness
d=SO and 100~.
Experiments
of o fo r th ick targets
(6 Au; ~ IV;• Al;
xC, by Koll ath 1956 , Kanter 1961, Wittry 1966,
Thomas and Pattinson
1970 , Shimi:u 1974) are
plotted
fo r a comparison with the theo r e tical
curves of Ot (d=lOO X ,) . Ca l cula t ed curves arc
dra,m by --as for d=lOO.\ , -- 0 -- ot( d=lOOXJ,
and ·a t (d=SO A) . 6 5 (d=SO A) is sma L !er
about 5-10°, than the value of Os (d= 100 XJ for [ 0 ,;
~ kcV. For E0 ).5 kcV/he
di ffcrencc
bet1,een Os (t!=
100 A) and 6 5 (d=SO A) is very sma 11.

(23)

In scan ning e lectron
microscopes,
as shown by
Oatlev et al ( 1965), a n oblique
illumination
is
very effective
to collect
secondary electrons
sa tisfactorilv,
since too sma ll secondary
electron
currents
arc subject
to statistical
quan tum noise.
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yie ld s of 6t and 6 5 ha ve maxima as a function
of
the incident
energy depending on the penetration
range and escape depth, which can be successful l y
int erp r e t ed by using Am in equation
(12) . In the
case of a gold target,
for example, Am=2
calcu l ated by eq uation
( 12) with r= 0 . 45 is in
good ag r eement wit h the calc ul ate1 rati o R/xa.
(=Am=aR)=:2; for this tar ge t, R=30A and xa =l<l A at
Em=S00e\l . If the specimen fo r a sca nnin g elec tr on
m'icroscope (SD I) is thin e nou gh a nd can be mounted
to col l ect seconda r y electrons
from both sides o f
the specime n su rface,
it may be a useful method
for increasi ng the number of secondary electrons
or for increasing
th e contrast
of SE~ images at
the certain
incident
elec tron ener gy in 1vhich the
maximum yield (6t+6 5 ) occurs . As s hown in the
curves of 65 for Au and Al tar gets , the se
theoretica
l curves 65 are c lo se l y i n agreement
,,ith experime nt s 6 of Thomas and Pattinson
(1970)
for E0 ",l . 5 kc\/ , Jn d for E0 > 1. 5 keV the exp rimental
6 become lar ge r than the oretical
65 because of th e
depende nce on the reduced depth, yd=d/R, of th e
film thickness
d a nd the penetra ti on range R in
equatio n (:2<1).

Beam with the Target
the s harp lat eral distribution,
and then we can
exp ec t sharp l ateral
distribution
(higher
re solu tion in 5EM) whe n the escape depth of
secondaries
in the specime n is short.
Moreover, it
is shown th e yie ld of 6(z ) for Al target
in the
thi ck ness d=50 .~ ha ve a maximum yie ld at about 20
keV, relating
with the fi lm thi ck ness and the
escape depth of seco ndary electrons
Cxa=38 A for Al).
9.

Conclusions

(l)Based on the exponential
power law for the
scree ned atomic potential
, seco ndar y e lectr on
emiss i on due t o both pr imary a nd back sca tt ered e l ec tr ons penetrating
into metallic
clements and semi-co nduct i ng compounds is
developed i n terms o f the io nisati on loss in
the first
co ll ision for the escaping
e l ectro ns .

fo

A!.

0.5

23d

0.4
S. Lateral

distribution
of seco ndar
emission

d

i=o ..x/cos O=a:Ry(I +tan'0)

1vith tan a= :/x, the absorptio
can be derived as
exp (-en/cos 0)=ex p [~ccordinglv,
the secondarv
Jue to prima r y and back-scatte
respectively
, are give n by
00(: )= ( K /2J(co/a)

"/il+"I

0.3

xc.xp {-a R[y

I

+11

112

0

a:R(y 2 +( : / R)') 112 J.
yie ld 6p(:) and
r ed e l ec t rons ,

20

40

60

b

dy

100 z ,.&.>

f±j

A u/l l + u)

d

o=10 keV

(27)

-d=100(A)
-----d= 50!Al

20
x exp {-cxR(y 2 +( : / R) 2 }'/C}dy.

80

Z)

;:/j_

y)-1/(l+n)

2 +(z/R) 2 ]112)

0.

n term of seco ndaries

J'(-"- )([u

-d=100!Al
--- ---d= 50c.a1

electron

The seco ndary e l ectro n yie ld 6(:) ejected
fro m
the surface
at a distance:
from the centre of the
primar y beam can b~ cons id ered i n similar
manner .
From the geometr ical relation
to the travelling
distance
Z of seco ndar y e lectrons give n by

1(Z)

30

(28)

40

Figures 5(a) and (b) show a compari so n of the
l ateral
distribution
of seco ndary e l ectrons
6( :)=
60 (:) +6 e(=) for Al and W targ e t s , respectively
, of
tfnckness
d=50 and 100 A The se lateral
distributions
of the seco nd a rie s are important
to
determine
th e ultimate
re so lvin g po1ver of the SD I.
The distribution
for Al target
is broader than th e
distribution
fo r a W tar get , in spi te of the fact
that r for r\l is smaller
than for \v (r=O. 2 for .-'d
a nd 0. ~3 for W, respectiv e ly, cal culated
from
Ono and Kanavo 1979) , because the co ntribution
of
the back-scattere
d e l ectrons
for thin films mav be
very small.
It is found that th e co ntri bu ti on of
the escape depth of secondaries
i s dominant for

50

0.2
0.1
40

60

80

100 Z(

A)

Figure 5 . (a) The lateral
distributions
of
e l ec tron s for (a) ,\1 a nd (b) \v t a r ge t s for
thickne ss d= (-)
100 and (- - - ) 50 A.
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Ono 1976), the rang e - energy relationship
of R=(E 0 /
ER) l + l /n /C in the energy bet1veen 1 ke\· and 1 >leVis
used as the fundamental
equation,
1vhere n
indica t es the degree of screening
(n goes from I
to 00 as the accelerating
voltage decreases) .
The purely classical
empirical
theory (Bruining
195<1, Jonker 1952, 1954a, b, L,·e and Dekker 1957,
Kanaya and Kawakat su 1972) is developed by the
power law concerning
the energy los s . Also, on the
assumption
that the absorption
is of the Lenard
type and that the distribution
of secondary
electrons
generated
by both incident
and backscattered
electrons
within the target
is
isotropic,
the universal
yield-energy
curves arc
deduced . It ca n be shown that the average energy
generated
by the first
collision
of incident
electrons
is Es=l00-200 eV (Rau th and Simpso n 196cl)
and that the secondary esca].Jir1g beam returns
back
to the s urface suffering
a plasmon loss 6E=l0-50
eV, because of the large energy gap of insulators

(2)The maximum yield and the corresponding
primary energy can both consistently
be
derived as functions
of three parameters :
atomic number, first
ionisation
energy and
back-scattering
coefficient
.
(3)The yie ld- energy cu r ve as a function
of the
incident
energy and the back-scattering
coefficient
are in good agreement with the
experimental
results.
(<!)The energy dependence of the vield for thin
films and the lateral
distrib~tion
of
seco ndary yield are derived as functions
of
the back-scattering
coefficient
and the
primary energy.

m Seco ndar y Electron
1.

Emission

from Insulators

Introduction

In recent years much interest
ha s arisen in
the use of seco ndar y elec tron emissio n from
bombardment of various solid targets
with a finely
focused and highly accelerated
beam of electrons
for scanning electron
microscopes.
Accordingly,
the quantitative
analysis
of secondary electron
microscope
images requires
a knowledge of the
yield and depth in the different
energy ranges.
The phenomenon of secondary electron
emission from
so lids was discovered
by Austin and Starke in 1902
and has since been the subject of numerous
experimental
and theoretical
investigators
.
The elementary
theory of seco ndary emission
developed by Salow (1940) , Baroody (1950),
Bruining (195~) a nd the surveys by McKay (1948),
Kollath (1956), Dekker (1958) and Hachenberg and
Brauer (1959) have been ge neralised
and modified
to incorporate
rec ent range measurements,
by
Clendenin
(1948), Katz and Penfold (1952), Young
(1956) , Holliday and Sternglass
( 1959) and
Coss lett and Thomas(l964a,b)
. Results based on the
~mpirical
approach were obtained,
in paticular,
in the work of Kanaya and Kawakatsu ( 1972), using
the Lindh ard power potential
depending on the
incident
energy. Similar models by Thomas and
Pattinson
(1970), Lve and Dekker ( 1957), Jonker
( 1954a, b), Dionne (1975) were presented
which
were in agreement with the experime nt al work.
llowever, the models cannot exp l ai n the very hi gh
y ield of insulators
(BaO 8 , KC! 13, 1ac1 16) a nd
large escape distance
(oxides 50-200 A, alka J i
halides
100-500.Z.) especia ll y different
va lue s of
the yiel d reported for the same compound(e . g . N2.Cl
6. 5, 11 and 16). These values seem to be related to the
plasmon losses whic h occ ur in integral
multiples
of a first,
lower value , in di cati ng that the same
inelas tic eve nt was repeated
in multiples.
An att empt (Kanaya , Ono and Ishigaki
1978) has
bee n made to pre se nt a sufficient
so luti on of the
high yield of i nsu l ators and to explain th e
different
yields appearing
integral
mult iples ,
combin in g the free-electron
scatteri ng theory with
the plasmon theory.
By using the potential
fu nction of the power
and expo nen t ia l forms as a function of a modified
screened atomic radius for scatte rin g (Kanaya and

(lOeV)

.

Since the resulting
maximum yield 6m depends
mainly on the energy-range
coefficient
C of the
primary beam and the absorption
coefficient
a , it
can be given as a function
of ionisation
potential
I, valence electron
v (or plasmon l oss 6[) and
back-scattering
coefficient
r as well as the freeelectron
density
NZ=Na(p/A): where ~a is the
Avogadro's
number , p the density
and A the atomic
weig ht.
2. Absorption

coefficient

a and escape

depth

xa

The high yield 6= 1.5-20 of secondary e le ctron
emission from insulators
due to electron
bombardment may be caused by the verv large escape
depth xa=500- 1000 A ; namely the small absorption
coefficient.
Then, the most dominant energy losses
are considered
to the suitablv
averaged ionisation
lo ss in the first
collision
and to the plasmon
lo ss due to the interaction
with the va lence
e l ectrons
for the escaping secondaries
because of
the large energy gap about 5-15 eV.
Suppose that the se condary e l ectrons
are
distributed
accordin g to the Lenard (1918) la1v
after relea se , and sa ti sfy the special
case n=4
of the power law in the first
col li sion .
Since their experimen t al energy E =100-200eV is
very low compared with the incident
£0 :;;5keV, the
transmission
fraction
of secondaries
is given by
i,/ i,o=cxp (-Npapx)=cxp

(-ax)

(Ij

where Np=Napv/A is the electron
den si ty
cont r ibuting
the p l asmon lo ss , v the number of
vale nce electro ns per unit volume and op the
scattering
cross-section
due to plasmon lo ss .
The amount of energy tran sfe r ca n on l y occur in
integra l multiples
of the elementary energy los s of
fi l.L'p (Mart o n e t al 1954) , 1,here "",J is the frequencv
of p l asma oscillatio
ns (fl=h/21r) , and the total
cross - section
NpOp (Fe rr ell 1956) becomes
in 1,hich
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Npap=A,,

0

(0Efa H) ln(4 £/6£)
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where Ap2 is the correction
facto r nece ssa ry at
low e ne r gy , E:;;l keV.
Accordingly,
the most probable escape depth of
seco ndari es xa is from is/is o = 1/e and E=Es, give n

lar ge r. Then the maximum r ange for insulators
is
appro~imate l v given bv
R = Sxa
(5)
which is much lar ger than th e metallic
e lement s .

by
I

x,

2arr£,

=;= ,\ 0 2p6£ _l_n_(_4_£_,/_6_£_)

(3)

where pis
th e normalised
ratio of one plasrnon
l oss 8Ep under consideration
to the most probabl e
plasmo n lo ss 8E; p=8Ep/8E .

ln(.!f../P=l/3
801

X =m(.L)
"'
P 6E

Most probable
range

KCI

,L

~KBr
~Kl
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i
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•

I
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I

'
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•
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N
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102
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Fi gur e 2. Escape depth of secondary electro n
emissio n for insulators
of alka l i hal ides xa as
o ~===i::::::It:::cITLL.....LJJill___i__L_j__.L___!__Jin figure 1. (Dotted a r ea s hows the range between
0 0.1
0.5
maxima and minima of th e experimental
results.)

Fig ur e 1. Escape depth xa of seconda r y e l ec tron
emissio n for insulators
of metallic
oxi des .
(Dotted area s hows th e ran ge between maxima and
minima of the experimental
re su lt s . )

Owin g to the ionisation
Es varies between
Al20i (Rauth and Simpson 196<1),
a nd it can be approximated
as
Es = ns I
where I is the first
ionisation
energy a nd ns=20
from the assumption of Es=l90 eV and 1=9.46 eV for
Al 20i.
Acco rdin g l y , based on the empirical
approach,
the mos t probable escape depth of secondary
electron
emission xa can be obtained :
p

6£

) In ( --6£)

80 I

(A)

ner gy curve

According to th e e l ement arv theorv a nd the
experime nt al result
(Kant er 196 1), the numbe r of
seco ndarie s released
in th e so lid is propor t ional
to the e nergy lo ss , and these seco ndar ies arc
isotropically
distributed
in a so lid target,
following the absorption
l aw after they a r e
r e l ease d.
Suppo se a primary beam curre nt i 0 falls
perpe ndi cu l arly on a s olid tar ge t, as s hown in
fi gure 3 . The secondary emission current
is
originates
at a point x and reaches the s urface
by travelling
a di sta nc e Z=x/cosB thr ough the
materia l; it is given as

153 a nd 232 eV for

x.= 393
- ( -/

Uni versa l yield-e

.)_

. - (K)
. Ju(dE
/ER)j'a/2cxp(2

1
•-

( 4)

10

0

~

0

_

r:u /cos 0)s,n 0d0dx

(6)

where K i s the constant depending on the
penetration
of electrons . Bv usino the ranae0
energy relation s hip I(S) an~ the ;esulting
energy
r e t ardation
formula 1(9) , the seco ndar v vie ld due
to primary e lectron s 8p=is / i 0 can be g~v~n by

where A; =0.054 is used.
Figure s 1 and 2 sho1, the calculation
results
of
X CJ_ vs
I/8 E.
After Seiler
( 1967), the maximum exit depth of
seco ndary e l ec trons i s approximate l y five times
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f or t:-;~t.:m=( .•\ /A)
. n/( l+n ) .
For the sake of simplici t y for the calculati
it can be numerically
ap pr oxim at ed as

io

o~

(/p(.- IJ+,7u/n(A)]ro nx=0·365 ( I + 1·26 r)

Tar~!

and

n = 4 ,--3.5,- 3 r-2-5
/ /

Figure 3 . Productio
emission .

Op=

_ (C)"
_
(2K)
a

n of secondary

/O+ul

J'

n
--A
"i(l+u)(J-y)-1
o ! + 11

[exp (-Ay)+

/

elect r on

/(l+u)

Ay E,( -Ay)] d_1·

(7)
00

M1ere A=aR=(a/C)(E 0 /E R) 1 +i/n a nd E1(-x)=-/
[exp(
-t )/t ]dt is the function of the expo nential
integra l.
/-lost incide nt e lectrons
arc sca ttered
through
smal l angles as they interact
with atoms . As the
penetration
increases,
the primary beam spreads
in a Gaus s ian manner , as shown in th e previous
paper of diffusio n model (Kanaya and Ono 1978) .
Consideration
of these back-scattered
electro ns
becomes especia ll y important
because thei r energy
maxima arc ranged between 500 and 2000eV .
According to Kanter (1961) , the back-scattered
electrons
that diffuse
back from the interior
of the material
follow a cosine distrib uti on.
Therefore
the rates of ener gy dissipated
are
large compared with those of the incoming primaries .
Thus the s econdary electro n yield ca nnot be
disregarded
when the back - scatteri ng coefficient
n 8 is relatively
large .
Consid er the productio n of secon dary electro ns
by back-scattered
e l ectrons , from the generalised
case of primary electrons . The se condary yie ld o B
is given bv
8n=']n

10

A

Figure 4 . The variation
of secondarv yield
norma li sed by the maximum yie ld, 6/om , can be
obtai ned as a function
of E/Emwhere the back-scattering
coefficient
r= lnel x/R=l
2
i s used. Figure 5 repre se nts the universa l
yie ld-energy
curve a s a function
of the energy
dependent parameter
n, where t he upper l imit of
the curve among the most probable
range
correspo nds to the alkali
halide
I /p6 E=~ and the
lower limit to the metallic
oxide I / p6 E=0. 5 ,
respective
l y, and the yie l d increases
as the
ratio of I/p6E inc r eases .
The e nergy and back - sca ttering
dependence of
the universal
yield-energy
curves as s hown i n
figure 6 are in good accordance
with experimental
results,
where t he values in round brackets
arc
used as expe rim e nt a l points .
Quanti t ative

4.

211) (l-y)l"-1i11,.+11
; /il+"i Jt/c (i-+7,
(2K)(C)"

A"'l'+"l [exp ( -A y )

+ Ay

(SJ

characteristics
of secondary
electro n emissio n

0

£,( -A y) ] dy

where nB is th e back-scattering
coefficie nt .
The total
secondarv yield is then considered
be the sum of th e prim ary and back-sca tter ed
e lectrons:

o= S

0

+8 n.

The value of the incident
maximum yield occurs is related

energy fo r which the
to a and C as fol lows:

(Emf ER)l +l/,i =(C/a)Arn =(C /a) (!

to

1.0

.~,...=-----

---

- ---

+ Sr 2) .

--------,

0.9
0.8

(9)

0.7

It can be simp l y give n bv

E

0.6

~ 0.5
-o 0.4

0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

in which fp(A) and fe(A) are the integrations
in
(7) and (SJ, r espectively
and have maxima as
shown i n figure~
Accord in g l v , the value of to tal vie ld
normalised
bv the maximum vield , 6/ 801 . can be
obta in ed as a function of EIEm.
8/:Sm= [fp(A) + ')u/u(A)] / (/p(A) + ') n/n(A)]max

n=l.O r=O

3

4

E/Em

5

6

7

8

Figure 5 . Univ ersal yie ld- encrov curve
func ti on of n an d I/p 6 E.
""

( 11 )
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ln tc1·;1ction

of L:l cctron

Ec,•m hith
Target

Sm (Exp .)

Ref

a KCL
• KBr
A

the ·1a,ge t

Ardenne
Petzel

MgO

(1962) 7.1-12 .4
(1~
14.
(1956)
14.
(1966)
5.4

Dekker

• ALi()
3 Dawson
oMgO
X Bl'Q

Em (Exp

(
81)
(
12.5)
(16-24 )
(
4.7)

Johnson& Mc Kay "954) 4 .5- 7.B (
7.1)
Bronshtein et al (1968)
3 .47( 3 - 5 )

. ) [eVJ

713- 1200 ( 1200)
1400 ( 1500)
1200 ( 1200)
610 ( 600)
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0
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f'igure 6. The theoretical
0.8 •A
and experimenta l compariso n
II
of the yield - energy curve .
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E/E m

Then , from I(S)

and (3),

(£,/Eid
,\p 2p In (4£,/6£)
x

it

is given

by

7r(n+ I) r -?(l)- s111
. ?- (-:.)
--(11-l)

2n

11

NZ')(I +5 r').
(r.auv
112

--

02

suc h as nT=exµ(-yy/l-y)
.
The energy dependence of y is give n by
combining the diffusion
effect
due to multiple
co lli sio ns and the energy retart.lation
in
accorda nce 1vith a modifi ed Thomso n - \'/hiddington
(Kanaya and Ono 1978)
y=rl( 11- !)(Z + l)/[11(11+ 1)21/nJ
(17)
1vith

(all)'
'"
-;

( 13)

For the assumption
n=4 in the first
collisio
n,
1, hi ch cori ·espo nds to the energy Em=O. 5-2 ke\/ , :rnd
the empirical
t.lata for NaCl; Em=690e\/ , I=l0eV,
6E
=7 . SSe\' , v=2 , it folloh,s that
2

£, / >.0 In (4£,/6£)=629

drl=sin

(eY).

Accordinglv,
the characteristic
simp l y approximated
as
Em= 58 3 (/(

1 5
: '

2

j

energy

H/( l+H)

According
leads to

1)°(:J°'z o • (cY)

om

0·365(1+1·26,).

to the empirical

relationship

l ·26 r)
£R( l +5r')'l5 - :::cCo(l+l ·26 r )

"here C0 =7.4xlO- ,ev - 1 is the bes t fi t to
for NaCl. The n the maximum yie ld 6m for
is e mpir ica lly g iven by
1 5
Om=0-43(1+1·26 r)(1< : r '))°S

., 12

16
14
12

Uv)°
'zo•G
. (15)

.-

0e_o·

<J1 0
8
6
4

2

OO 1

(16)

0)

1

Ar denne ~962 )

6m=0. 65
insu lat o r s

l~e back -sca tt erin g coefficient
r is given by th e
diffusio n model (Kanaya and Okayama 1972, Kanaya
a nd Ono 1978) .
r =\( l -cos8

., 1,

0 d0/(I +cos O)l+l/n.

26 ,------ ------------- - ~
1(1 5 2) ]0.B .P Q4 06
24
om =0.43( 1•1.26 r ) [~ (AV) z · [eV]
22
0 Ex p. Bru ining & De Boer(1939)
20
Hachenberg & Brau er~ 959)
18

6m/ Em

(K)0·365 (I+

t-;;,=2

O

In the present
calculatio
n , r used is near the
maximum va l ue correspondi ng to [ 0 =500-:000 e\/ for
Z from l to 100 1vhich is very close to the
experimental
resu l t by \'/einryb and Philibert(l964)
.
Figures 7 and 8 show the maximum yielt.l values for
insulators
of metallic
oxit.les and alkali
halides
corres ponding to their characteristic
e nergies
which are shown in figures 9 and 10. The experimental
resu l ts are from Bruining and De Goer (1939a,b),
llache nberg and Brauer(l959) , Knoll et al (l9 -i4), and

8

where E5 =200 eV , n 5 =~0, and >./ =0 . 054 are
1
determined
empirica ll y .
On the other hand, the maximum yie l d 6m is
give n bv
K (C)
orn=
2 ~

1

(J·'drl+~ 2 . f '•'I<drl+-.'..3 . J•o.,t•drl )
1
"

fl=!

l3h

2

,ith tan 8o =2 . 2y( l+ y)/ ( 1+2y-O . 2 l y ) in "hi c h Y is the
constant
in the tran smissio n fraction
of the beam

5

Z / 11

15

Figure 7 . ~laximum seco ndary e l ectro n emissi on
yie l t.l fo r i ns ulator s of meta ll ic oxides .
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Tab l e l.
calculated

I(: f•z
08

06
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Insulators

Bruining & De Boer (1939)
Hochenberg
& Brauer (1959)
_________.Ardenne (1962)
.....--------·
P=l/4

Exp .

24

·-

-~

22

20

AhO,
BcO
SiO,
MgO
CaO
ZnO
SrO
!JaO
CaF,
LiF
BaF,
NaF
NaCl
KCI

P=I/J

18

E i6
'<:>14

I2
JO
8
6
4

2

Nallr
Ri,CI

40
30
20
Z/ v
Figure 8. "taximum secondary electron
emission
yield for in su lator s of alkali
halides.
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r-igure 10. Characteristic
energy of secondary
electron
emission given maximum yie ld for
insulators
of alkali
halide s .
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Conclusions

(1) Based on the power and exponential
potential
law, the seconda ry electron
emission due to
primary and back-scattered
electro ns
penetrating
in insulator s is derived,
combining the ionisation
loss in the first
collision
with the p lasmon lo ss for the
escaping
seconda ry emissio n .
(2) The yield-energy
curve as a function of the
incident
energy and the back-scattering
coefficient
are in good agreement with the
experimen t al results.
(3) The maximum yiel d at the characteristic
enerov
can both consistently
be related 1vith the thr~~
parameters:
ionisation
potential,
va l ence
electrons
and back - sca ttering
coefficient
.
(cl) The high yield
of insulators
and large escape
distance
and especial ly different
va lu es of
the yie ld in the same compound are explained
by the different
plasmon losses occ urr ing 111
anv multiple
that lower plasmon loss was
repeated
in multiples .

p:lf2

/ "

Em

p

(g cm-')

15

characteristics

Ardenne ( 1962). Also, the physical
characteristics
of insulators
necessary
for the calculation
are
shmm in table 1, 1vhere all data are considered
to
be the mean va lu es of compounds , and for Alz03, Si02,
CaF 2 and BaF2 valence electrons
are co nsidered to be
the sum of the innermost and outermost she ll s , and for
all others are assumed to be for the outermost shell.
The highest
yield values of insulators
which
are experimentally
obtained
by single crystals
such as NaC1(16), KC1(12), NaBr(l9 and 23) K~r(l3
1
and 19) due to the lower plasmon losses p= 2 ~ 4 ,
si nce the lattice
band is very tight,
can be
quantitative
l y evaluated
by the plasmon theory.

~_g_)a•z06
[ev]
Av

oExp. Bruining & De Boer (1939)
Hochenberg & Brauer (1959)
Ardenne ( 1962)
__

50
12
30
20
28
38
46
72
38
12
74
20
28
36
46
54
54
64
72
72

emission

Physical
data refer to Frederikse
(1963). ~E
is the most probable value for p=l , where 12 .3*
for ZnO is used to the reduced value.
3
1
C0 =7 . 4xl0- eV- .

Figure 9. Characteristic
energy of seco ndar y
electron
emission give n maximum yield fo r
insulators
of metallic
oxides .
Em=SB 3 [1<1•5r2)]
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N

1.

of Electron

electron
beam bombardment to the incident
number
of electrons,
varies directly
in inelastic
collisions
. According to elementary
t heory by
many authors t he secondary
electrons
ejected
from
the target
increase
i n proportion
to the energy
l oss and are isotropically
distributed
in the
Le nard law after being dislodged .
The analytical
treatment,
as wel l as Monte
Carlo calculations
, are very useful t o eva l uate
the secondary electron
emission mechanisms from
metals by electron
beam bombardments,
which have
been developed by Dekker (1958), Jo n ker (1952)
and others,
Reimer (1968) , Shimi:u (1971 , 1974)
and Koshikawa and Shimizu (1973), respectively
.
In this analytical
treatment,
the secondary
yield,
in which the constant
K involvino
the
surface condition
of the specimen is em;irically
decided from most of Shimizu's
data of secondary
yield,
is calculated
as a function
of the
accelerating
voltage by using the energy loss
formula derived from the po,,er potential.
The
results
are in close agreement with both
experimental
and i'-lonte Carlo calculation
of
Shimi:u (1974) using a modified
Bethe ' s energy
loss formula by Spencer and Fane (1954) .
Consider an incident
electron
beam which falls
perpendicularly
on a solid target . The number of
seco ndar y e 1ec t rons rel eased is proportional
to
the electron
energ y loss dE/dx. They arrive
at
the surface by travelling
a distance
Z=x/cos 8 ,
after exponential
absorption
by the tar get , and
are emitted from the tar get s urface depending on
the surface
transmission
coefficient
(Sterno l ass
1950, 1957, :ind Kanaya and Ono 1974) and th"e
mean energy of secondaries
E8 . The seconda r y
electron
yie ld 6P due to the primary e l ectron
is given by

Energy Dependence of Secondary Electron
Emission, Resolving Power and TemperatureRise of Specimens
Introduction

Seco ndary electrons
are ejected
from the
surface of an object by the electron
beam which is
focused to a very small spot and is scanned over
the specimens . From these electrons,
which are
collected
and amplified , an integrated
picture
of
varying intensities
can be obtained
and observed
on the cathode-ray
tube which corresponds
to the
scanning point on the specimen . To obtain hiah
resolution
it is important
to use specimen
°
yielding
high seco ndary electrons
and to optimize
operating
conditions
which will minimize thermal
damage .
Over the past several
decades many authors have
analytically
calculated
the secondary electron yields
based on the elementary theory of secondary emission
mechanisms . Rcimer(l968),
Shimizu and ~lurata(l971)
and Shimi:u(l974)
have recently
estimated
the
seco nd ary yields by Monte Carlo techniques .
The analvtica l treatments
as well as Monte
Carlo calculations
are verv usefu l to evaluate
the secondary e lectron
emis~ion mechanisms by an
elcct~on
beam impact . Since the Bethe's energy
loss formu la may be not enough to give the good
satisfaction
with the expe rimental
results
related
to the penetration
range of the incident
e l ectro ns
the second approximation
formula (Spence, 195..i,55,59',
Berger 8 Selt:er
196..i) for the enernv loss has
been used for the ~Jonte Car 1o ca !cul; t ion by
Shimi:u (19;..iJ . In our ana l vtical
treatments
(0:10 and Kanaya 1'.J;.Jb), the· seco nd ary yields
arc
calcu lat ed as a function
of the acceleratino
voltage,
bv using th e e ncr gv loss formu la b~sed on
the power potential
in which the penetration
ranne
is in good agreement with the experiments
over t~e
energy range hundreds eV to severa l MeV (Young
1956, llolliday
and Sternglass
1959, Glendenin 1948,
Coss l ett a nd Thomas 19648, 1964b , 1965, Se li ger
1955, Wright and Trump 1962, Lonerga n ct 81 1970
and Rester and Derr i ckson 197 1).
One of the purposes of the present work
deve loped from the theory of Ono et al . (197..ia, b)
is to calculate
the image contrast
and the
resolving
power in the scanning electron
microscope,
based on the theory of Simon ( 1969)
and Everhart et al. (1959, 1972), by evaluating
the secondary electron
emission yield as a
function
of the accelerating
voltage.
The other
purpose is to estimate
the temperature-rise
of the
spec imen and determine operating
conditions
to
r ed uce the thermal damage in a scanning e l ectron
microscope
(Ono et al 1977) .
')

Beam with the Target

~
up=(

K /Rf-rr/2 (-ddE )exp(--7- ) 0 0
X

ax )sin8d8dx,
8

(!)

COS

where K is a constant
which is determined
empirically
and a the absorption
coefficient.
Assuming that the fractional
distribution
of
second8ry electrons
in a so lid is simply express<"d
as is/ip=exp(-ax)=l/e,
the absorption
coefficient
a can be determined
by the absorption
mean len gth
of xa as

where is is the secondary emission current,ip
the
primary electron
current.
Ry using the range-energy
relationship
of R=
E~+i/n;c 0 and resu l ting energy relationship
formula of
n
E/Eo=Cl-y)T+n
(3)

Ene r gy dependence of secondary electron
emission due to primary and back-scattered
electrons

where y=x/R is the reduced range,
energy loss is then given Ly

Secondary electrons
are emitted from a solid
surface when primary electrons
bombard the target.
The secondary yie l d, 6 , which is defined as the
ratio
of the number of electrons
emitted by the

dE

n

-d =---(Rc
y
1 +n
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0

~
_J__
)i+n (1-y) l+n

the rate

of

K. Kanava and S . Ono
By s ubstituting
the secondary

eq. (4) ,,ith eq. (3) into
yield Op becomes

eq. (1),

The theoretic;:il
r esu lts based on the power ,rnd
exponential
potential
are compared ~ith the
experimental
results
by Kanter(l961),
Kollath ( l956 1
ar·,d \Vittry(l966)
and >!once Carlo calculation
bv
Shimi: u (l97-l); however, the yields
in Au and \V
seem to be large because of the assumrtion of the
constant
value,n .

where :=cos B and B=aR. By introducing
the new
variable
r=(l-y)n/(l+n),
the secondary yield Op is
expressed
as
Op= (- K )E 0 j
2

lj l exp{--(1B

a a

z

l_ } dzdr.
- r l +r1)

.).

(7)

where n is the back-scattering
coefficient
and~
the relative
energy of back-scattered
as given bv
Sternglass
(1957),
k=0 . -15+2·10

- J

pow~r

Since the signal of secondary electrons
collected
and amplified
by the multiplier
wher. a
finely-focused
beam bombards a point in the
specimen suface is used to con trol the brightness
on a cathode-ray
tube and the time during which
seco ndary electrons
leave the specimen is very
s hort compared with the time taken to move the
focused beam from one point to the next on the
specimen, then that time can be neglected
in the
following
calculation
.

(6)

The secondary yield 0 8 due to the back-scattered
electrons
can also be expressed
as

-

Energy dependence of resolving
and contrast

6

Secondary emission yield
due to primary electr o n

Z

backscattered

for E0 = 0. 2-3 . 2 ke\/ ,,here ::: is the atomic number .
Also , the e nergy spec trwn of back-scattered
electrons
has been confirmed by the experiments
(Kulenkampff and Spyra 1954, and Darlington
1975).
Then, the secondary electron
emissio n yie ld oB can
be calculated
by using the back-scattered
coefficient
which can be empiricall y formulated as
a function
of the incident
energy as shown in
figure 1, comparing with the experime ntal and
1-lonte c~rlo calculatio
n by Bishop(l965,66),
\\littrv
( 1966, 1967, 1970), Shimizu ;.ind ~lun.ta (1971) and
Shi"1i2 u(l974 ) . I-lore detailed
calculations
of n based
on a diffusion
model have been shown in Section I-fig.14 .
Fig ures 2 and 3 s how the yield lip and 0 8 , and
the total yield
0t of Au, W, Al and Casa
function
of the incident
energy Ea, respectively.

0.1

05

5

10

,,

50

E0

keV

Figure 2. Secondary electron
yields,
op and 03 ,
for the se lect ed materials
as a function
of the
incident
energy . The constant
K of the materials
is used as 0 . 01 for Au, 0 . 01~ W, 0.021 Al, and
0 . 0 16 C.
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bp
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X
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0.1
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-

?,0.631E,

C

0.1

-0 .14
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-0 .2
?= 0.478 E,

0.1

105

E0 [eV]
Figure 1. The back-scattering
coefficient
n versus
the incident
energy Ea - [ OA u ,e \V, .6 Al,XC ; Wittry
(1966, 1967, 1970). Full line s illustrate
bv
empirical
formulations
for the incident
ene~gy.]

0.5

5

10

E0 (keV)

Figure 3 . The total
secondary e lectron
yield
at
as a function
of the incident
energy Ea.
Experimental
points and Monte Carlo calculations;
O Au, 9 \V,6, .£. Al, andX C by Shimi:u (1974) ,
Kanter ( 1961), Kol lath (1956) and Wittry (1966) .
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of Electron

The number of secondary electro ns N emi t ted
from the specimen surface by the number of primary
electrons
n striking
each picture
element on the
specime n surface is simply given by N=8n. If all
the secondary e l ectrons emitted from the specimen
su rface which corresponds
to one picture
e l ement
are collected
and amplified
bv the multiplier
, \/
mav be equivalen t to the brightness
B of that
pic ture e l ement, so that the contrast
of image C0
i s 1,rittcn
by

Beam with the Target
where S is t he brightness
of the electron
beam
source and a 0 is the beam aperture
on the image
side . The minimum beam spot diameter 1vhich
corresponds
to the resolving
power dis
presented
by Simon (1969) and Pease & Nixon (1965), mostly
depending on the brigh t ness, sphericaland
diffractio
n aberration
as give n by
d = (80 3 Cs/3/3)
2

C0

= ilB/B = 6N/N.

2

i/

4

(13)
2

2

1,here D =(4eSJP
/ n C/TF)Q +(l.22 A) , A is de
Broglie wave length . Then the resolving
power d
can be written
by substituting
Q=l+l/6 and S=JceV/
(temTTBz) into eq. (13) as

(8)

After Rose (1948), and Shockley and Pierce (1938) ,
the contrast
6 B/B can be expressed as (Everhart ct al
1959)

3

d = (SCs /3,/3)

(9)

1

/

4

3 4
2
(S"/C
., o) / {-lcP (1+ 1/6)/(rr
C

2

BTF) } 8
(14)

1-1here S\/ is the s ignal-to-noise
cP 2 . Hc~ce, it follows that

ratio,

and n=IeTF/
where Cs is the spherical
aberration
coefficient,
Jc the emission current
density
on the cathode, V
the accelerating
vo ltage,
tern the absolute
temperature
of the cathode , and B1 the Bolt2mann
constant
Fioure 5 s hows the re solv ing power d
from eq_ (1-l) "as a fu nction of acce lerating voltage
under the conditions
of Cs=lcm, P2 =1J 6 ,S\//c 0 =400
and Tr-=80 sec . for the coating matcri;ils
of C, Au
and lv,(data used refer to the results_ by Bro~p_
1
2
1970 and lvells 197~) . where S/V=6(Acm strad . V )
for tungsten hair-pin
cathode , 40 for LaB6
cathode and 800 for field emission gun,
respectively.

(10)
where c is the e lectr onic charge, P2 total picture
clements of the cathode-ray
tube, Ie the current
of the incident
beam, and TF the tota l recording
time per one frame . Figure -1 shO\vS the contrast

50

C

6B

s

[°lo]

of the specime n

Consider the temperature-rise
eta of the
volume when the volume rra 2 R is bombarded by the
e l ectro n beam during the time ta. The beam with a
diameter 2a penetrates
into the target
to the

10
5

Temperature -rise

4-

-11

ls = lO

A , P=l0 00

TF=60 sec., SN=5
d

d =[ 8

2
Cs]t[SN]t [4ePrr2f3T
(1+1/6t) 1
i
F

3-../3 Co

[cml

[nm]
5
10
Figure 4. The contrast
6B/B as a function
accelerating
vol ta ge V.

V[kV]
10

of the

5

;1s ;1 f"u11cti_on of ,1ccclcr;it i11g 1·olt;1ge u11der
11
n111dit i o11 of ln=ln1\,
1'=1()011,Ti:=<,O
sec . ;i11d
threshold
sign;1l-to-11oisc
r;1tio S\=S for the
n1;1tcd r; lms nr c:, .'\u ;ind 11·.
·11ic incidc:11 he;1m c111Tc11t 1 c;111he exp ress ed
8
hi' 11si11.~cq . [ 10) ;is
1\ll/ll

the
the

Au
0.5

(1 1)
Since the above current
Ie produces the spot
diameter d , i t can be obtained from the following
well-known relation
as

W-hair-pin
LaBG
Field emission

40
800

50 V[kV]
10
5
0.5
Figure 5 . Reso l ving power d as a fu nction of the
accelerating
voltage V for various coating
materials
in SU I.

9]

K. Kan::iya and S . Ono
depth R, and the absorbed he::it c::ipacity in the
2
volume rra R most effectively
influenced
by the
elec:ron
be::im bombardment can be expressed
from
the well- known energy balance relation,

after a shorter
or longer time t than the
characteristic
time ta .
Consider the temperature-rise
where the object
2
of volume rra x is bombarded by the electron
beam
during the above time ta . The length of one line
RL scanned on the specimen is

where r 8 is the total current on the specimen, E0
the accelerating
volt::ige, R the penetration
range
of the electron,
00 the initial
temperature of the
specimen and p ::ind care
the density and the
specific
heat of the specimen , respectively
. Then,
the temperature
Bea is obtained under the
condition
of 8 0 =0 as

(23 )

1,here ~10 is the magnification
and Lrn.T the length
of the cathode-ray
tube . The scanning line time tL
is

(16)

where TF is the scanning time per one frame and Ln
the number of scanning lines . The mean stored time
ts which is assumed to be stored in the beam si:e
2~ when a beam i s scanned on the specimen is

On the other hand, the temperature - rise is caused
by the energy loss 1n the volume rra 2 R of the
target bombarded , and the energy loss is given by
eq . I(22) s hown in I-Fig .1 2 . The temperature
Bea
of the volume when the energy Eis abso r bed in
the volume rra 2x is given by(Ono et al 1974a , b, 77)

The characteristic
temperature
6 . , defined a s
1
the temperature-rise
when the beam ~~mbarded the
2
volume rra x during the time t:1., may be reduced by
the the~~a l co nduction after the time t 3 . The
temperature
Be a of the volume may be reduced to
8(2tal by thermal conduction
after the time 2t 3 .
The ne1, temperature - rise Bea may resu l t from the
residual
energy after 2ta at the same time,
because t he vo l ume was under co ntinuous beam
bombardment . Therefore , the temperature
Bzto of
the vo l ume after the time 2ta becomes

(17)

Assuming that the heat generated
is conducted in two dimensional
temperature
B(t) after the time
reduced bv the thermal condition,
expressed
by the solution
of the
equation

at a heat pole
directions,
the
t, which has been
can be
1,ell-knO\m

(18)

(26)
where K is the thermal conduction coefficient
(=
A0 /c ~). A0 the thermal conductivity . The solution
of eq . ( 18) from r 2 = x 2 + y 2 can be 1vritten by

B(t)=

2
TTZI
8 (0 )
(
r 2)
<ITTKt exp - 4Kt '

Then , the temperature
es of the volume rra 2 x ofter
the time ts can be given by

(19)

where f=t s lta , as illustrated
in figure 6 . Under
the conditio n of the thermal conduction
in two
dimensions , t he temperature
8 (ft 3 ) is given by

where 8 (0) is the temperature
for t=O . Equation
( 19) differe ntiated with respect
to the time t
is 1vrit t e n i n the nor malized form ,
2
d {B(t)/ 0 (0) } ={ - -a-+
dt
'1Kt2

22
~}exp(16TT<t3

2
_r_)
(20)
4Kt '

~

2a
!Beam

➔

spot

Bv assuming that the characteristic
time ta giving
the maximum values ca n be determined
from the
cond i tio n of
d{ B(t)/ 8 (0)} =
0
de

(2 1)

from -a 2/(<1Kt 2 )+a 2r 2/(16K 2t 3 )=0 and r=a , ta can be
obtai ned by
(22)
The mean temperature
Bea of the vo l ume which
correspo nds to the bombarded area by t he beam
becomes maximum comparing with the temperature

Figure 6 . The schematic il lu stration
of the
process of t he tempera t ure-rise
Bs per volume
rrg2x {=rrd2 R(y 2 -y 1 )} after the time ts .
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0(f ta)

= 1Ta28ta
2
41TKft
exp(__r_
)
a
4Kf t'.l

l

E le c tr on Beam wi.th

the

Ta r gc t

(28)

,

There
fore
8s after
.
the te mperature
c an
be obt , arned
bv ti
1 e su
= t o f--ts / ta=F , ,
mmat1on of
f l
F
-2
0s =
1Ta 0ta
r2
f= l '11TKfta exp ( - 4 Kf
--) ta

of

1

ti
0( cfta)time fr om
ts

·

The
t_emperature
th
0 c
_e integral
b ecause
s a nt be wr1tt en in the f
with
t
Y, a is ve r y sho rt comp ar
s practical!
orme d of

9s= ts0

1Ta2
~

exp ( _ L_
4Kt

Jts
l
0 ~xp(

) de t

1+.

Au cot'

200

r2
- 4Kt
- -· )d t

-,--

'

(30)

.:...___.__

·,

~ 2X
'. ~9_r_t;,on

t,here d ilt= {I E/(
2
£;/ t= W a nd £;/f = 1Ta xpc4 . l 86)} dt
2
rnte gra l f orrn s asWs, eq . ( 30 ) b ecomes
. Letth re e/ 4xponential
.c be sc ,

,a,~_._
_,
103

~~r-...J......
104

.

es-4-

I sE
l
TTX,.o•
l.186

foo
,µ ,vel
5

llcnce,
the t cmpc
sim pl e ogar1thmic ratur c- ri se
1
form a s

given

by a

(32)

,02
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ere absorbed
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0
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dx
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K. Kanaya and S. Ono
In the above, yE=xE/R in 1-(28)
is used .
Figure 8 shows the temperature-rise
8 5 of a
carbon specimen of volume ~a 2 x in the case of
the accelerating
voltage V . .-\nd also 8 5 , of a
carbon specimen for the case of coating with
several
materials
(.-\1, Cu, .-\g, Au and \I') is
shown in figure 9 .
5.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(-1)

(5)

Sn!BOL TABLE
6
secondary e l ectron yie ld
6p and 6s : secondary yields due to primary
electro ns and back- sca ttered
electrons,
respectively
maximum yie ld
6 5 : tr ansmitted
secondary electron
yield and the secondary yield from the
su rfa ce of a target
for thin specimen
xo(Yo=xo/R) : diffusion
depth
xc(Yc=xc/R)
: the most probable energy dissipation depth
XE(YE=xE/R) : maximum energy dissipation
depth
rB (ys=rs/R)
: backscattering
range
R
: penetration
range of incident
electron
beam
n,, 118 and 11A : fractions
of electrons
tran smitted,
back-scattered
and absorbed ,
respectively
t\
mean free path for loss of a quantum of
energ y ti wp
V(r)
potential
function
z
atomic number
the degree of screening
(n goes from 1
n
to
Ea) : incident
energy
absorbed energy
back-scattering
energy
(J
total
scattering
cros s-s ection
e l astic cross-section
total
scattering
cross-section
due to
the lo ss of secondary electrons
scatteri
ng cross - section
due to plasmon
loss
T
energy transfer
with t he maximum value
Tm
wave length of electrons
the number of atoms per unit volume in
:-J
the target
p
atomic density
atomic weight
A(or Ao)
I
ionisation
energy
suitably
averaged ionisation
energy
mean energy of back-scattering
electrons
y
a parameter
involving
the effects
of
diffusion
lo ss due to multiple
collisio ns for refl ected electrons
and
energy retardation
due to electronic
collisions
v
angle of incident
electron
probe relativ e
to the normal
wp
frequency of p l asma oscillations
6
cathode brightness
Cs
spherical
aberration
coefficie nt
i5
secondary emission current
i 0 (or ip) : primary beam curre nt
B
brightness
of a picture
element on the
cat hode-ray tube
6B/B
contrast
between two picture
e lement s
SN
signal-tonoi se ratio
p2
the total number of picture
elements
Tr
total
recording
time per one f r ame
l
travelling
distance
of seco ndary
electrons
to reach the surface
a
absorptio n coefficient
of secondary
electrons
generated
within the solid
target:

Conclusions
In accordance
with the elementarv
theorv of
secondary electron
yield due to ~oth in~ident
electrons
bombarding the target
and the back scattered
electrons,
the secondary electron
emissio n yield can be calculated
as a function
of the incident
energy . This information
contributes
to quantitatively
determining
the
resolving
power of scanning electron
microscope
images .
Both resolving
power and contrast
of imaaes in
the scanning electron
microscope deoendi~a on
the secondary
electTon yield of coa~ed films
are obtained
as functions
of the acceleratina
volcage,
and it is illustrated
that there ar;
minimum points
in the image contrast . And the
resolving
power tends to decrease
as the
accelerating
voltage
increases .
The energy dependence of the temperatur e-rise
of the specimen is analytically
calculated
bv
c?mbinatio n of the energy loss and heat pole·
tneor1es.
It 1,as found that the thermal damage
increases
in proportion
to the incident
energy
in a volume under constant
bombardment .
The thermal dama;e cf the specimen depends on
the thermal conductivitv
of the specimen
rather
than that of the coatina
films assumina
the same SDI operating
conditi~ns.
The
"'
temperature-rise
of the volume of specimen
bomoarded bv the electron
beam becomes much
higher than the temperature-rise
of the
coating
film because the beam penetrates
into
the specimen through the film and diffuses
isotropically
from the point of maximum energy
loss.
To obtain better
resolution
and to reduce
temperature-rise
of the specimen,
io n beam
sputter
coating
films with hiah secondarv
electron
emission vields Re ~a a nd W ·
sho uld be used. Th~ operati~g
conditions
should be selected
by estimating
the
temperature-rise.
Subsequentlv,
for each
specimen , the operating
limitation
such as
beam current,
magnification,
single frame
recording
time .. . .. all of which increase
the
temperature-rise
of the specimen ... . . and the
thickn ess of the coating
film can be
determined
by using equation
(32).
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for the parameter
n=l it exactly
agrees
with the
Bethe retardation
formula . The diffusion
model is
considered
to be a reason::ible
model in the high
energy r:.inge , though the theoretical
and
experimP.ntal
comparison
is not satisfactory
.
\vittry,D
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(3) It does not appe:ir thJt
the
diffusion
model used by the :iuthors
will be
widely
accepted
bec:iuse
they chose to ignore
the
13ethc ret:irdation
law and to derive
a nei;
expression
for dE/dx . They have also neglected
pL1smon losses
1-:hich are obviously
important
:it
IOI, Z :rnd also make a significant
contribution
at
higher
Z. (the plasmon losses
are included
1d1e11
the llethe retardation
la1, is used - if the mc:.in
excitation
energy
is experimentally
determined)
.
Authors : The pl asmon losses
:ire do111inan t at 101,
energy range for J oi; atomic numbe r materials
. For
such cases,
both pL1smon and ioniz::ition
losses
should be t:1kcn into account
according
to the
Comment .

